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THE PHILOSOPHYWHICHUNDERLIESTHE STRUCTURALTESTSOF
A SUPERSONICTRANSPORTAIRCRAFT WITH PARTICULAR
ATTENTION TO THE THERMAL CYCLE
By E. L. Ripley
Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hampshire, United Kingdom
SUMMARY
The supersonic transport aircraft has brought a new challenge to the structural
test engineer. Over the years he has developed skills in representing in the labora-
tory the conditions that occur in flight and in devising techniques to apply these to the
structure. Supersonic flight has introduced important new features into the test pro-
gramme, particularly for supersonic transport aircraft. Of these new features the
most significant is probably the prolonged heating and then cooling of the structure
during each flight. Much basic research has been necessary to understand the effects
of such a thermal cycle on the structure, and novel engineering techniques have been
developed to simulate the cycle in the test labor_tory.
The information presented in this paper is based on data obtained from the
Concorde. Much of this data also applies to other supersonic transport aircraft. The
design and development of the Concorde is a joint effort of the British and French, and
the structural test programme is shared, as are all the other activities. Vast num-
bers of small specimens have been tested to determine the behaviour of the materials
used in the aircraft. Major components of tl_e aircraft structure, totalling almost a
complete aircraft, have been made and are being tested to help the constructors in
each country in the design and development of the structure. Tests on two complete
airframes will give information for the certification of the aircraft. A static test was
conducted in France and a fatigue test in the United Kingdom. Fail-safe tests are
being made to demonstrate the crack-propagation characteristics of the structure and
its residual strength.
The paper describes these aspects of the structural test programme in some
detail, dealing particularly with the problems associated with the thermal cycle. The
biggest of these problems is the setting up of the fatigue test on the complete air-
frame; therefore, this is covered more extensively with a discussion about how the
test time can be shortened and with a description of the practical aspects of the test.
INTRODUCTION
Background
In 1967a paper entitled '_DesignPhilosophyand Fatigue Testing of the Concorde"
waspresentedat the Fifth Symposiumof the International Committee on Aeronautical
Fatigue (ICAF) at Melbourne, Australia. (Seeref. 1.) Four years later, the basic sub-
ject of the structural testing of a supersonic transport aircraft is to be consideredagain
by the ICAF, this time at the Sixth Symposiumat Miami Beach,Florida, U.S.A. In the
meantime, someupdatingof the subject was givenin a paper to the Eleventh Anglo-
American Conferenceat the Royal Aeronautical Society, London,in 1969(ref. 2). The
present paper brings the story up to date andin doingso incorporates anappreciable
amountof the basic information from the other papers for completeness.
The state of the art in structural-strength testing is nowwell advanced,and the pur-
poseof the present paper is to examine the way this state has to be further developedto
meet theneedsof the supersonic transport aircraft. The supersonic transport aircraft
will be subjectedto all the familiar patterns of groundandflight loads, andthesepatterns
must be representedin the structural tests using the techniqueswhich havebeendeveloped
andproven over manyyears. Whatis newis the thermal cycle which producesprolonged
heatingandthencooling during eachflight. The thermal cycle sets up thermal stresses
which are in themselves another loadingaction. Prolongedtime at elevated temperature
introduces creep andoverageing. Further considerationof interaction effects which the
thermal cycle may haveon the static andfatigue strengths of the aircraft is necessary.
The datapresentedin this paper were obtainedfrom structural tests on the
Concorde,andillustrations are given of whathas beendoneon that aircraft. The prin-
ciples underlying this work are believed to be equally applicable to other supersonic
transport aircraft. The designanddevelopmentof the Concorde(fig. 1) are a joint effort
of the British andthe French, and the structural test programme is shared, as are all the
other activities. Throughoutthe programme the aim hasbeento employwherever possi-
ble test techniqueswhich havebeenwell establishedandproven throughoutthe years.
Muchnewresearch has, however, beennecessary to understandthe effects of the thermal
cycle on the structure, andnovel engineeringtechniqueshavebeendevelopedto simulate
it in the test laboratory.
Vast numbers of small specimenshavebeentested to determine the behaviour of
the materials usedin the aircraft. Major componentsof the aircraft structure, totalling
almost a complete aircraft, havebeentestedto help the constructors in each country in
the designanddevelopmentof the structure. Two completeairframes will be tested to
give information for the certification of the aircraft. A static test will be madein France
anda fatigue test in the United Kingdom. Fail-safe tests are being madeto demonstrate
the crack-propagation characteristics of the structure andits residual strength. Drop,
static, andfatigue tests are being madeon the noseand main undercarriages. Acoustic
fatigue tests are being madeto investigate the effects on the structure of enginenoise and
various pressure-fluctuation effects in the airflow. Dynamic response in the structural
loads is being measuredon the structure in ground tests andin flight tests. The mea-
surements andtests are most comprehensive,andthe Concordewill certainly beone of
the most thoroughly tested aircraft ever flown.
It is not possible in this paper to cover all these aspects in full detail, andprefer-
enceis given to the strength-test programme with particular reference to the problems
associatedwith the thermal cycle. The biggest problem hasbeenthe setting up of the
fatigue test on the completeairframe, andsomeof the practical aspectsof this are dealt
with hereinafter.
Physical quantities usedin this paper, their basic unit, andpertinent conversion
factors are listed in table I.
Structural- Load Environment
A typical flight profile of the Concordeis that after take-off the aircraft will climb
subsonically to a suitable altitude andthen, still climbing, accelerate to its cruising speed
of abouta Machnumber M of 2.0. After the cruise phasehas beencompleted, the air-
craft will decelerate to subsonicspeedat altitude andthen descendto its destination.
(Seefig. 2.) In the initial climb at subsonicspeeds,the external surfaces of the aircraft
will cool a little andthen heatup in the acceleration phaseto a temperature of about
100° C, which will be maintainedduring cruise. (Seefig. 3.) During deceleration and
descent, the external structural temperature will drop to about -20o C and rise again to
ambient temperature on landing. (See fig. 4.)
The Concorde will be subjected to all the normal aircraft loads - taxying loads,
ground-air-ground cycle, gust and manoeuvre loads, cabin pressurisation, etc. Almost
all of these will occur while the aircraft is on the ground or flying subsonically; that is,
while the structure is at ambient temperature before the acceleration phase or is
approaching ambient temperature after the deceleration phase. The exception is any tur-
bulence which may be encountered while the aircraft is flying supersonically and the
structure is hot.
One of the most important of the thermal effects is the thermal stress which devel-
ops because the temperature of the internal structure lags behind that of the surface
structure as a result of the time it takes for heat to be conducted to it. Thus on the climb
the external structure will be hotter than the internal structure, and this will set up ther-
mal stresses due to the different amount of expansion. During the cruise the temperature
of the internal structure will gradually approach that of the external structure and the
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thermal stresses will decay. The reverse effect takes place during descentand recovery
on the ground; thus, thermal stresses of oppositesign are produced. Sucha stress situa-
tion hasa significant effect on fatigue life. If the structure is deep,thesestresses are
aboutone-half the maximum stress permissible for the required life.
Two other thermal effects which needto be consideredare overageingandcreep.
Whena material is being manufactured,it is often subjectedto heat treatment to "age"
it in order to obtain its desired strength. If subsequentlyit is subjectedto long periods
at elevatedtemperature, it will "overage," andits strength will fall slightly. If the mate-
rial is subjectedto long periods at elevated temperature while under load, it will "creep"
which meansit will remain extendedor deformed evenafter the load andtemperature are
removed. It is necessary to ensure that the amountof creep occurring is limited so that
unacceptabledeformation of the structure is prevented. An upper limit of 0.1-percent
total plastic strain after 20 000hours was chosenas a reasonablecriterion, basedmainly
on structural experiencein which a 0.1-percent tensile-proof condition hasbeenused for
designpurposesfor manyyears.
Thus the structure is subjectedto the normal loading environment interspersed with
periods at elevated temperature anda thermal-stress cycle eachsupersonic flight. This
environment is further complicatedby the presenceof fuel tanks acting as heat sinks, with
their changinglevels of fuel during flight and with fuel transfer from tank to tank to pre-
serve aircraft balancefor subsonicand supersonic flight. The task of the designer and
test engineer is indeed complexsince he must understandandinterpret all of theseeffects
and their interactions.
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RESEARCHON THERMAL-CYCLE EFFECTS
Broad Pattern of Research
Oneof the first engineeringtasks was to evaluatea suitable material for the aircraft
structure. Aluminium alloy was a desirable choicesince its aircraft production capabili-
ties were well understoodandit wouldbe able to withstand the thermal effects over almost
all the airframe. In a few areas where the temperatures were greater, such as near the
engines, steel, titanium, or nickel alloys could be used. The task was therefore to choose
a suitable aluminium alloy to give the best overall performance. Several were evaluated
and the present Concorde material was evolved from an aluminium alloy which originally
was developed to withstand the rigours of use in an aircraft engine. An important crite-
rion in the choice of this material was its creep behaviour, which is superior to that of
other aluminium alloys currently being used in subsonic aircraft. In parallel with the
work on metallic materials, a similar programme was conducted on nonmetallic materials.
It is not possible within the scope of this paper to tell the story of all the research
and development work. A tremendous amount of work has been done in both countries, is
being continued, and will be continued right through the certification test programme to
provide the necessary backup knowledge for planning and interpreting that programme.
Quite early, two things became apparent from the work on the Concorde aluminium
alloy:
(1) Overall creep distortion was unlikely to be a hazard; that is, creep distortion at
stresses to be used in the design would not reach the 0.1-percent limit set to avoid
unacceptable distortion of the aircraft;
(2) Overageing had little effect on static strength; that is, the reduction in static
strength due to prolonged time at elevated temperature was small and could easily be
contained by a small factor in the allowable design stresses.
The next step was to see whether exposure to heat, with or without load, affected
the fatigue performance of the material in structural configurations and to find out if
stresses arising from temperature differences across the structure (thermal stresses)
could be regarded simply as equivalent in effect to the same stresses arising from exter-
nally applied loads in accumulation of fatigue damage. Clearly at this stage in design,
it would not have been practical to await results of tests in real time and temperature con-
ditions; therefore, much of the early work was conducted under accelerated conditions on
the basis of Fisher's parameter which gives a relationship of the form
t 1 T 2 - T 1
log t2 C T1T2
where t 1 and T 1 are, respectively, the exposure time and absolute temperature in the
real environment, t 2 and T 2 are the corresponding times and temperatures in accel-
erated conditions, and C is a constant (approximately 8200 ° K for the material con-
cerned). On this basis the anticipated service environment was represented in much of
the early work for Concorde by exposure times of 1000 hours at 150 ° C, which gives an
equivalenceof 30 000hours at 120oC or 400 000hours at 100o C. At the same time as
the accelerated test programmes were initiated, tests were begunusing temperature and
time exposuresclose to real service conditions; such tests spanseveral years, andit is
only recently that results havestarted to accrue.
In planning the research programmes, it was also borne in mind that bothunder the
special conditions of the full-scale fatigue test andunder the actual service environment,
there wouldbe considerable deviations at different points in the structure from the nomi-
nal stress andtemperature conditions. To meet this situation, the general policy was to
concentratethe more detailed investigations on the nominal conditions and to explore
deviations to either side with a comparatively light coverageof test conditions. This
approachwould give sufficient information to enablecorrection factors to be derived under
suchdeviating conditions, andthese correction factors wouldbe of vital importance in
interpreting any failures occurring during the full-scale tests.
In the majority of the early programmes, attention was centred primarily on the
effect of heat exposureon cycles (or "flights") to failure, but as the research anddevel-
opmentprogrammes built up, increasing attention was paid to examiningthe effects of
heat exposureon the crack-nucleation phaseof damagegrowth andon the subsequent
crack-propagation phasesince there was nopresupposedreasonto assumethat both
phasesof damagegrowth wouldbe equally affected. This aspecthadto be explored both
under accelerated and real-time conditions so that, for example, crack-initiation times
observedduring the full-scale fatigue test could be interpreted in terms of true
environment.
An enormousprogrammeof work has beendoneandis continuingto obtain informa-
tion on the foregoing problems; many types of specimensare beingused, ranging from
simple notchedandriveted-joint couponspecimensto large structural components.
Loading andenvironmental conditions havevaried from simple sinusoids with a block of
heat representing the total service exposureintroduced at somepoint in the fatigue test
to elaborate representations of a flight cycle of mechanical loads with appropriate heating
and cooling conditions to induce representative thermal stresses.
All this work is giving an empirical understandingof the behaviourof the structure
under the thermal environment. More fundamentalwork is also beingdoneto try to
understandthe metallurgical phenomenainvolved.
Examplesof Research
It is beyondthe scopeof this paper to attempt full presentation of the results
obtainedso far, but someresults are outlined subsequently. Theseserve to illustrate the
kind of work that hasbeendoneandthe nature of the answersthat have beenobtained.
Three exampleshavebeenchosen. Theyshowhow this work hasgiven understandingand
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data for design, andalso, particularly in the context of this paper, how this work provides
essential information for planningand interpretation of the full-scale fatigue test.
Effect of repeated application of heat on fatigue life.- This first example shows the
trends which have emerged from fatigue-heat interaction tests on Concorde material.
The variation in the ratio of life with heat exposure to life cold with temperature during
heat exposure and the creep stress is illustrated in figure 5. The results on which these
trends are based were mainly obtained from tests in which periods of heat, with or with-
out mean stress application, were applied periodically during the fatigue life; the mechan-
ical loading patterns included a simple representation of the gust loading and the ground-
air-ground cycles. It is considered unlikely that significant thermal stresses were
induced in any of the specimen types. It should also be borne in mind that in grouping
these data, results were put together from tests having considerable detail variations
in loading patterns and numbers of heat interspersions during life. Nevertheless, the
trends give a qualitative indication of behaviour, and the following conclusions may be
drawn:
(1) Performance reduces as the temperature rises from 120 ° to 180 ° C.
(2) Performance is better with tensile creep stress than with zero creep stress,
though the improvement is seen to be falling off for the riveted joints at the higher creep
stresses.
(3) Performance appears to improve in moving from the simple notched specimen
to the riveted-joint specimen and, again, to the relatively complex fabricated box; reasons
why this may be so are discussed subsequently.
Effect of heat on nucleation and crack-propagation phases of fatigue life.- This
example has been chosen to illustrate one of the more fundamental research studies. The
work was undertaken to obtain an understanding of the modifying effects of heat on the
growth of fatigue damage at different stages in the life of a specimen under test. In all
the tests, fatigue cycling was carried out at room temperature under fluctuating tensile
loading. After a mean (nominal) life to failure was established, a single application of
heat was introduced at a certain percentage of nominal life; the fatigue cycling was
stopped during this period, and the mean load was adjusted to give tensile, zero, or com-
pressive creep. After cooling, the fatigue cycling was then resumed, and from consider-
ation of the total fatigue life to failure, the damaging or beneficial effect of the heat expo-
sure was assessed. In the majority of the tests, the heat exposure was 150 ° C for
1000 hours, but the work also included a small number of long-term tests in which the
exposure was 120 ° C for 20 000 hours. The tests were carried out on notched, pinned-
lug, and clamped-lug specimens. Some of the results for the notched and pinned-lug
specimens are shown in figure 6. It is evident from the results of the tests on the notched
specimen that
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(1) Exposureto heatwithout load during the first half of the fatigue life hasa detri-
mental effect on fatigue performance.
(2) This detrimental effect is to someextent alleviated by tensile creep, and
conversely.
(3) Compressive creep increases the damagingeffect of heatalone.
(4) Exposureto heatduring the crack-propagation phasehas a relatively small
effect.
Theforegoing test results, supportedby examinationof the fracture surfaces, have
led to a general explanationof the effects of heatand creep on the growth of fatigue dam-
age. The effect of heatalone is to speedup the developmentof fatigue damagenuclei and
henceto reduce the crack-initiation period; a marked reduction in scatter in endurance
hasbeennoted after heatexposure,which is in keepingwith this explanation. Until com-
paratively recently, the more rapid appearanceof damagenuclei wasexplained in terms
of the relaxing effect of the period of heatonbeneficial residual compressive stresses
which are often inadvertently introduced at the notchsurfaces during manufacture.
Recentmetallurgical studies haveshownthat another, andperhapsmore important,
changetakes place in the surface material at the notchduring heating.
It hasbeenfound that machining leaves behinda work-affected zone some 50 pm
deep having a hardness approximately twice that of the interior material. In "as
received" specimens, fatigue cracks, in fact, initiated below this zone. The heat expo-
sure was found to reduce the surface hardness to that of the interior material, and cracks
then developed from the surface. This phenomenon, combined with some relaxation of
residual manufacturing stresses, is believed to explain the observed reduction in crack-
initiation time; the biggest reductions, of course, were observed when heat preceded
fatigue cycling. When load is applied during heating, plastic deformation of the material
in the vicinity of the notch will be encouraged; that is, tensile loading will tend to induce
compressive residual stresses at the notch so that after the heating period, the local mean
stress will be reduced with consequent improvement in fatigue life relative to the heat-
without-load condition. The reverse will be true with compressive load with heating.
It may be noted that results for the notched specimen under long exposure times at
lower temperatures, 20 000 hours at 120 ° C, which have recently become available from
tests for heat without load, confirm the appropriate pattern of behaviour. The results of
tests on the pinned-lug specimens correspond to anticipated results, bearing in mind that
the crack-initiation period is a much smaller percentage of the fatigue life in this type of
specimen because fretting promotes early formation of surface cracks. As would there-
fore be anticipated, the effects of heat are considerably less in such specimens than in
simple notched specimens. The general patterns of behaviour observed in the foregoing
fundamental studies have been shown also to apply to the observed behaviour of more com-
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plex specimenssuchas fabricated box beamscontaining riveted joints, cutouts, and so on.
This basic understandingwill be of great help in the full-scale fatigue test, both in indi-
cating areas of structure where heat is likely to promote relatively early initiation of
damageandin assessing the significance of failures that may develop.
Acceleration of tests under combined thermal and mechanical cycles.- The third
type of investigation chosen to illustrate backup research and development work is con-
cerned with the problem of accelerating the full-scale fatigue test, in which both thermal
fatigue stresses and stresses arising from external loading actions contribute to the
growth of fatigue damage. In order to keep the laboratory testing ahead of aircraft in
service, the full-scale fatigue test must be accelerated to accumulate fatigue damage
more rapidly than the real-time flight experience. This would present no problem if the
loading actions were associated solely with externally applied mechanical loads because
the frequency of application of such loads could easily be speeded up relative to real-time
experience. It is the speeding up of the thermal-stress loading action that presents a
problem since hot and cold soak times, for example, are controlled by the heat-transfer
characteristics of the structure and cannot be hastened simply. This problem is dis-
cussed in more detail subsequently.
Some results of tests to give an assessment of one approach to this acceleration
problem are shown in figure 7. The acceleration technique explored in this case was to
conduct the accelerated test using a wider temperature range than used in the "real-time"
test. The aim of this test was to attain the condition in which the increased range of the
thermal-stress cycle would give twice the normal amount of fatigue damage in each test
cycle. The accelerated test cycle included twice the number of mechanical loads experi-
enced in one flight. Thus, each accelerated test cycle should give damage appropriate to
two flights. The results given were obtained from tests on box beams (figs. 8 and 9)
which were tested in four-point bending. The loading action applied resulted in mechan-
ical and thermal stress conditions in the tension-compression surface of the specimen
corresponding to those in certain areas of the pressure cabin to which gust loadings,
cabin pressurisation, the ground-to-air cycle, and thermal-gradients contribute. It
should be noted that in this exploratory work the severity of all the loadings was scaled
up somewhat so that answers both in "real time" and accelerated conditions could be
obtained in months rather than years. It will be seen from figure 7 that encouraging
results were obtained. Damage rate, assessed on the basis of the time to first crack,
was accelerated by a factor close to 2.
Though only two specimens were tested in each condition at this stage, the indica-
tions were that scatter was low, and therefore the results could be treated with consider-
able confidence. Low scatter has been found to be a characteristic of much of the back-
ground research and development work entailing heat application. This preliminary work
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is being followed up in a major programme of tests onbox beamsof similar dimensions
but of detail design representing muchmore closely the Concordestructure. The tests
are being run in conditions corresponding closely to thoseenvisagedboth in service and
in the full-scale test. In addition to providing information on acceleration conditions,
analysis of the results also provides understandingof the equivalenceof thermal and
mechanical stresses in cumulative damage.
DESIGNDEVELOPMENTTESTS
Large ComponentSpecimens
Quite early in the designof anaircraft, it is prudent to build representative sections
of the structure to seehowideas work out in practice. This is particularly necessary for
the supersonic transport aircraft with all the implications of the interaction of thermal
andmechanicaleffects. Therefore, two sections of fuselagewere built initially for the
Concorde. Eachhad abouta 15-foot length of representative structure. Onewas tested
in France and the other in the United Kingdom(specimens2.1 and 2.2 of fig. 10).
As the design took shape,actual componentsof the aircraft, suchas parts of the
wing andfuselage, havebeenmadeandare being testedto assist in designdevelopment.
Thesespecimensmakealmost a complete aircraft. (Seefig. 10.) Again, these tests are
being sharedwith the French. A wide rangeof tests are beingdoneon these component
specimens. They include the exploration of temperature and stress distributions under
various designconditions, static tests to demonstratethe strength of the structure under
extreme conditions, fatigue tests to showits behaviour under the recurring loads in ser-
vice, andfail-safe tests to showthat the structure is capableof withstanding safely dam-
age or failures in service.
For this paper, two tests havebeenpicked as examplesof the work which hasbeen
coveredon the large componentspecimens.
Centre Wing and Fuselage Specimen at C.E.A.T.
Specimen 2.8B (figs. 10 and 11) is a large section of the centre wing and fuselage
and contains the important cutouts for the main undercarriage. It is an early prototype
standard and has completed its test programme at the Centre d'Essais A6ronautique de
Toulouse (C.E.A.T.). It has been used to check the static strength of the aircraft and has
given useful experience in preparation for the static test of the complete airframe, which
is now being tested in the same laboratory.
The specimen weighed about 15 tons fully equipped and was approximately 35 feet
long with a span of 44 feet. Kinetic heating effects were simulated by the use of 5000
radiant heaters, and cooling was simulated by ambient air and air cooled by liquid nitrogen
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drawn over the specimenat low speedby extractor fans. (Seefig. 12.) The specimen
was equippedwith 1500strain-gauge points and2000thermocouples. The effect of fuel in
the tanks was simulated by using Gilotherm, a fluid which has similar characteristics to
kerosenebut is noninflammable. The mechanical loading wasdonewith hydraulic jacks.
Oneof the earliest tests was to measure the influence coefficients across the speci-
men. Thencefollowed a thoroughinvestigation of the strain and temperature distribution
throughoutthe structure under typical loading conditions. A number of design caseswere
taken to limit load. The residual strength of the structure wasdemonstratedby removing
members andunbolting joints to simulate fatigue andother damage. Finally in this group
of tests, the wing was taken to ultimate load in a flight case. To seehowfar cracks prop-
agated,the simulated fuselagewaspressurised andstruck with a guillotine blade; the
impact sites were such that the skin was cut betweenframes, or both the skin and a frame
were cut.
Forward-Fuselage Specimenat R.A.E.
Specimen2.4/2.5 (figs. 10and 13)is the forward part of the fuselageandis being
tested at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (R.A.E.). It is about 70 feet long and com-
prises the flight deck andforward part of the passengercabin. The droop noseis included
andalso a dummynoseundercarriage. The specimenis made to preproduction standards.
The rig provides facilities for static, fatigue, andfail-safe tests and gives experiencefor
the fatigue test on the complete airframe which will use manyof the same test techniques.
The specimenis cantilever mountedin the test frame at its aft end andis loadedby
19hydraulic jacks. It weighsabout8 tons fully equipped. Kinetic heating andcooling
effects are simulated by convectivemeans. Hot air is blownover the specimen to heat it
for the climb and cruise conditions, and cold air is blown over it to cool it for the descent
and recovery conditions. The specimenis enclosedin a duct with abouta 4-inch annular
gap. The duct is articulated in sections on gimbals to allow for specimenmovement.
Normally, the specimenand duct are in a closed circuit in which the air canbe heatedby
electrical resistance heaters in the airflow or cooledby the injection of liquid nitrogen.
(Seefig. 14.) The circuit canhoweverbe openedto allow the specimento be cooled ini-
tially with ambient air which hassufficient cooling potential for the first part of the
descent.
This methodof convectiveheatingand cooling wasdevelopedspecially by the R.A.E.
for the componentspecimentests and will be usedfor the major fatigue test. It provides
a very simple testing technique,and onewhich is inherently safe since rapid and danger-
ous temperature runawaysare impossible. The principle used is that the heat-transfer
conditions which are set up on the aircraft at high speedin the rarefied air at altitude can
be reproduced in the laboratory by blowing the denser air at ground level at slower speeds
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and heatingor cooling it to the required temperature. In this test a specimentempera-
ture rangeof 150° C to -35° C canbeachieved,andthe maximum air speedrequired is
about 170ft/sec. Control therefore is extremely simple; all that is necessary is to reg-
ulate the air speedand the air temperature. Goodrepresentation alongandaround the
specimen is obtained.
The cabin is pressurised and air-conditioned to represent the conditions in flight.
Additional electrical heaters are provided in the cabin to simulate the heat input from the
electronic equipmentin the aircraft. The whole test is controlled by an interesting devel-
opmentof on-line computer control. Two KDF7 computers are used. The first controls
the test, by giving the instructions for mechanical loading, temperature, airflow, and so
forth, against the required test programme; the secondmonitors the test by reproducing
the sameprogramme and comparing the results achievedby the first computer. Two lev-
els of discrepancy are identified. Thosedifferences below the lower level are within the
acceptabletest tolerances and are ignored. Thosebetweenthe lower andupper levels are
printed out so that the test control staff is informed. Any discrepancies abovethe upper
level automatically causethe test to stop. By this methodthe test programme canbe
agreedupon,internationally, before it is commenced. High reliability is achievedbecause
of the built-in checkingsystems and becauseelaborate recording with subsequentanalysis
is avoided.
The specimenis fitted with about 1400strain-gauge points and500thermocouples.
The initial tests investigated the strain and temperature distributions throughoutthe
structure under typical loading cases. As a quick checkon its integrity, the cabin struc-
ture waspressurised 5000times. The specimenwas then rigged for a fatigue test under
the full mechanicalandthermal environment. The test wasdoneon a flight-by-flight
basis, but eachtest cycle was madeslightly more severe andshorter thanaircraft flight
conditionsin order to shorten the testing time for a given amountof fatigue damage. The
problems associatedwith this are discussedmore fully for the major fatigue test later in
this paper.
Thesetests were interrupted to obtain early designdevelopmentinformation on the
fail-safe behaviourof machinedskin panels. Soonthe specimenis to be modified to bring
it up to production standards, and then it will beusedfor the certification fail-safe tests
on this part of the structure. In these tests, natural cracks or artificially induced cracks
(or damage)will bepropagatedunder the full environmental conditions for a given period,
andthen the specimenwill be loadedto limit load to check its residual strength.
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CERTIFICATION TESTS
Outline of Programme
Whenthe aircraft has reached its production designstandard, the aircraft must be
shownto merit a Certificate of Airworthiness. Each country has its own certifying
authority, in the United Kingdomit is the Air Registration Board, and eachcountry must
be satisfied that its particular regulations for this type of aircraft are met.
In the early daysof the Concordeproject, the French and British Governments
agreed that the Concordeaircraft must qualify for both French andBritish Certificates of
Airworthiness. The two airworthiness authorities therefore agreed jointly to produce new
airworthiness requirements for supersonic transport aircraft which are now known as TSS
standards. These contain the parts of the French and British national requirements which
were applicable and such new requirements as were necessary to meet the special condi-
tions arising for a supersonic transport aircraft. These TSS standards thus became the
basis for the design of the Concorde.
The United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has also produced a new
document entitled "Tentative Airworthiness Standards for Supersonic Transports" (ref. 3).
These standards have also been taken into account in the Concorde design and test
programme.
Certification of the aircraft will be based partly on calculation, but most emphasis
will be placed on the major acceptance tests. Thus static, fatigue, and fail-safe tests are
to be done on the whole airframe. The tests in more detail are
(1) The major static test on a complete airframe less the nacelles at C.E.A.T.
(France)
(2) The major fatigue test on a complete aii'frame less the nacelles at R.A.E. (U.K.)
(3) Static and fatigue tests on the nacelles at the British Aircraft Corporation (U.K.)
(4) Drop tests, static, and fatigue tests on the nose and main undercarriages at
C.E.A.T. (France)
(5) Fail-safe tests on component specimens in the country of manufacture
In planning the acceptance test programme, it was necessary to select appropriate
airframes from the manufacturing sequence. The first two airframes to be made were
used for the two prototypes, 001 and 002. The third airframe was chosen for the major
static test so that the test results would be available in time for the certification of the
aircraft. The airframe is to preproduction standard, and it was agreed that the test
results would be reinterpreted to take account of any differences between preproduction
and production aircraft. The next two airframes to be made are being used for the pre-
production flight aircraft, 01 and 02. The sixth airframe was chosen for the major fatigue
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test so that it shouldbe closely representative of production standardand yet shouldbe
available sufficiently early for the test to have started before the certification of the
aircraft.
The following paragraphsdiscuss the techniquesandfacilities usedfor the major
static and major fatigue tests. Although the nacelle tests are not described in detail, the
procedures used to reproduce air pressure loading and convectiveheatingand cooling are
similar to thoseusedfor the major fatigue test. Finally, somecomment is given on the
fail-safe test programme, as Concordewill probably be the first aircraft to satisfy the
new FAA requirements for supersonic transport aircraft.
Major Static Test
The purposeof the static test is to showthat the structure is capableof withstand-
ing extreme conditions which might arise in service andhas anadequatemargin of
strength as laid downby the airworthiness authorities. A rangeof test caseshasbeen
selectedto cover all the loading patterns which the aircraft will experiencein service.
The tests havebeengroupedso that thosewithout heatingare donefirst. Currently, the
specimen is being rigged ready for the commencement of the hot tests.
The programme commenced with fuselage pressurisation tests and tests to check
fuel-tank pressurisation and sealing. Then a number of tests were made to cover the
take-off and landing conditions. Two flight cases at the beginning of the climb - the
steady pullout case and the checked manoeuvre case - were also made. These tests were
followed by a number of partial tests on local parts of the specimen covering various con-
ditions arising from the nose undercarriage, tail bumper, engine loads, fin, flight controls,
and the main undercarriage doors. In the next phase, the whole specimen will be subjected
to the cases which are critical with the thermal cycle, such as a manoeuvre at the end of
the climb, a pull-out at the end of the cruise, and gusts during the descent.
This large and comprehensive test is being made at C.E.A.T. in a test facility built
for the Concorde tests. (See fig. 15.) The main test hall has a strong floor with under-
floor ducts for cables, hydraulic pipes, and so forth. Portal frames provide support for
the overhead and side loading. The loads are applied by hydraulic jacks, servocontrolled
by Moog valves from a computer. Forty-eight separately controlled loading channels are
available, and each can control more than one jack if required. Double-bridge load cells
are used to control and monitor the loads.
The kinetic heating effect will be simulated by radiant heaters supplied by thyratron
regulators controlled by the computer. One hundred and fifty channels are available, some
of 200 kVA and some of 50 kVA capability. Air will be blown over the specimen at about
20 ft/sec during the heating phase, and increased to about 50 ft/sec in the cooling phase.
Cooling will be obtained by the injection of liquid nitrogen into the airstream. The cabin
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will be pressurised, air conditioned,andfilled with polyurethanefoam blocks to reduce
the explosive risk.
Thedigital computer controls the sequencingof the whole test and also records the
test data. Some2000strain gaugesand 1500thermocouplesare installed on the speci-
men, and about2000selected inputs canbe recorded and processedby the computer in
real time. The transducer dataare printed every 10secondsto detect any transducers
which may be outside of expectedlimits.
The load in eachtest case is built up in a series of steps in the usual way, andfull
use is madeof the computer to examinestrains anddeflections at each step and to com-
pare them with expectedvalues. It is hopedby this meansto be able to detect the onset
of failure and to stop the test before catastrophic damageoccurs. The inclusion of kinetic
heatingand cooling in the static tests producesproblems of sequencing. For example, it
would not be satisfactory to hold the specimenat a high load for a long period while the
thermal cycle wasapplied. It would also be very time consumingto perform a thermal
cycle for every load level in every case. Thus anoptimum sequenceis beingworked out
for conductingthe tests. Care hasbeentaken to install in the specimenstrain gaugesand
thermocouples at correspondingpoints to thoseon the flight-test aircraft so that full com-
parison canbe madeof conditions measured in flight and reproducedin the test laboratory.
The test will be completedbefore certification of the aircraft. All the important
static designconditions will havebeencovered, and the tests will demonstrate that the air-
frame is capableof withstandingextreme conditions which might arise in service.
Major Fatigue Test
The purposeof the fatigue test is to subject the specimen to the wholestructural
load environment the aircraft would experiencein service. The specimenis taken through
a series of flight sequencesin the laboratory andsubjected to the environmental conditions
it would encounterin typical flights. Theseconditions include the external loading actions,
suchas taxying loads, take-off loads, gust loads, kinetic heatingand cooling, and the inter-
nal loading actions, suchas cabin pressurisation, air-conditioning, andfuel handling.
These loading actions must be applied to the specimen flight after flight to build up in the
specimensall the fatigue structural experiencewhich the aircraft will accumulatein
service.
By their very nature, fatigue tests must take a long time. However, for subsonic
aircraft, it has alwaysbeenpossible to compress the loading actions so that a test cycle
in the laboratory was considerably shorter than the flight it represented. The problem is
very muchmore difficult for a supersonic transport aircraft, since the effects of the
thermal cycle are time dependent. Nonetheless,it is essential to find a way to shorten
the test time so that the tests may keepaheadof aircraft in service with anadequate
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safety margin. The fatigue lives of nominally identical structures are often quite differ-
ent. Consequently, the Concorde tests are designed so that the specimen will always
have at least three times as much fatigue damage (or three times the equivalent loads
and thermal cycles) as any aircraft in service. In order to do this, the test must be
accelerated, that is, it must represent the aircraft conditions in a shorter time. The test
will be run 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, but there will need to be pauses to inspect
the specimen and to maintain it, for the essence of this test is to find the fatigue damage
while it is still very smalI so that early preventive measures can be applied to the air-
craft in service.
In this part of the paper, broad details only are given of the test techniques and pro-
cedures. These are amplified considerably and the practical problems discussed subse-
quently. The test is being done in the structural test laboratories at R.A.E. (See _igs. 16,
17, and lB.) Mechanical loading is being applied by hydraulic jacks. Convective heating
and cooling is being used to simulate the external thermal conditions. Because of the
need to shorten the time of the test, additional forced heating and cooling systems are
needed for the internal structure and the fuel. All this requires a considerable amount
of plant to provide the heat and the cold. The test itself and the plant are controlled by
two process computers and one monitor computer with a data logging and display system.
Currently the construction of the specimen in the test frame is about complete, and
the test rig is being installed. When all this has been completed, the assembly will be
calibrated initially by running a number of flight cycles in real time and comparing the
achieved strains and temperatures with those measured in corresponding positions in
flight. The problem then of accelerating the test will be tackled by shortening the test
cycle and by making each test cycle represent more than one flight. This acceleration
will be taken in steps, working down from the real-time cycle to ensure that the acceler-
ated test cycle is meaningful. The chosen aim is to do each test cycle in 60 minutes and
to make it represent two supersonic flights. Interspersed in the pattern of hot test cycles
will be some without the thermal cycle to represent the subsonic flights which are
expected to total about 20 percent of the service experience. The use of computer con-
trol ensures overall flexibility in the test, and advantage will be taken of this to vary the
test cycles as appropriate to represent flight in different degrees of turbulence, at differ-
ent gross weights, and with different flight patterns.
The engineering tasks involved in this test are considerable. The specimen weighs
about 40 tons and the fuel about twice this amount. This entire mass has to be heated and
cooled through the appropriate temperature range of each test cyole. Two major plants
are required, one for external heating and cooling and the other for internal heating and
cooling with all the special forcing systems included. The duct over the specimen is it-
self a major piece of engineering design. Then there is the mechanical loading system
which must be capable of applying a multiple range of loads in a relatively short time.
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Finally, the overall control system for the test must itself havehigh integrity andbe able
to control andmonitor all functions so that the test as a whole achieveshigh reliability
with safety.
Special attention hasbeenpaid to the needfor extreme reliability of all parts of the
rig, andwherever possible, well provendesigns andtechniqueshavebeenused. The
tests will be continuedfor manyyears over many thousandsof cycles to represent the
service life of the aircraft with adequatemargins. It is imperative therefore that the rig
shouldbe trouble free so that the only interruptions in the testing programme are for
inspection and repair of the specimen.
While the equipmentfor the test is impressive, the technical judgementwhich lies
behindit is more significant. The test must be meaningful. It must bepossible to inter-
pret the failures andapply preventive measures to aircraft in service. Much is being
learned nowfrom the research anddevelopmentprogramme to give the necessarybasis
for this technical judgement. It is plannedthat the test will start before certification of
the aircraft. The test specimenwill thenkeepwell aheadof the aircraft in service and
will give practical demonstration that the airframe is capableof withstanding the recur-
ring loads which makeup its service experience.
Fail-Safe Tests
The Anglo-French TSSstandards (ref. 4) call for analysis and substantiating tests
to demonstrate the fail-safe characteristics of the structure. The tests are to be taken
to limit load in combinationwith appropriate temperature effects and normal cabin oper-
ating pressure, if applicable.
The American FAA standards(ref. 3) go a little further than this. They require
that all primary structure shall be designedfail-safe andthat it shall be shownthat ade-
quateresidual strength is provided to ensure that anypartial failure will be detected
before a hazardouscondition develops. This involves showingthat the structure remains
capableof supporting the expectedrepeated loading andtemperature spectrum and critical
design limit loads without catastrophic results during the period after any fatigue failure
or partial failure has progressed to obviousproportions and prior to detection by inspec-
tion. Theintention is to cover the situation in which cracks or accidental damagemight
occur immediately following an inspection and then remain undetectedin service until the
next inspection, during which period they might be subjectedto limit load. Thus, in a
fail-safe test, it is necessaryto cut the structure to simulate damageor to grow a crack,
then to subject it to fatigue loads under the full environmental conditions for the equivalent
of an inspection period, during which the damagemay propagate,andthen to showthat it
will withstand limit load. The results of these tests are required for type certification.
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This fail-safe testing involves quite a large test programme to cover all aspectsof
the structure. The tests too are complexand time consumingbecausefatigue testing
under full environmental conditions is required. For Concorde,it is plannedto do these
tests on the major componentspecimens,supplementedwhere necessaryby tests on
smaller specimensto cover designchangesmadesince thesespecimenswere made.
Thus results will be available for type certification. In addition, check tests will be made
on the major fatigue test specimentowards the endof its programme. Thesecheck tests,
of course, will be madeafter the initial Certificate of Airworthiness tests are completed,
but it is not thoughtpractical to mix fail-safe tests with the major fatigue test, as the
applications of limit load to check residual strength, necessaryfor the fail-safe tests,
could affect crack initiation in the fatigue test.
THERMAL CYCLE IN MAJORFATIGUE TEST
Important Thermal Effects in Fatigue Test
Before goinginto the practical details of how this test is to be donefor the Concorde,
an examinationof why a fatigue test is to be doneat all andwhat the main parameters are
which dictate its complexity is appropriate.
A fatigue test is a firm requirement of the British and French certifying authorities.
They specifically state in the TSSstandards (ref. 4) that "A full scale completeairframe
fatigue test programme shall be carried out under representative loading, pressure, heat-
ing, and cooling conditions." There is goodreasonfor this. Experience, over many
years, hasshownthat the fatigue test can reveal unexpectedweaknessesand enablecor-
rective action to be takenearly, thus preserving safety. In safe-life designs, the fatigue
test can reveal failures which wouldnot havebeenfoundby inspection until they had
becomecatastrophic. In fail-safe designs, the fatigue test showswhere to make the
inspections andgives guidanceon their frequency, basedon the rate of crack propagation.
It has evenbeenknownto showthat somestructures designedto be fail-safe hadunex-
pectedweaknesseswith safe-life characteristics. Thusit is extremely desirable for a
fail-safe structure to be fatigue testedfor its full life with an adequatefactor to cover the
possibility of unexpectedsafe-life failures. As well as the safety aspect, the early knowl-
edgeof possible fatigue damagein service has important warranty considerations.
Havingestablishedthat a fatigue test shall be done,there is nodoubt that the best
and most up-to-date methodsof simulation of the mechanical loads must beused, andthis
is no real difficulty with modern servo-hydraulic loading systems andon-line computer
control. The major question,which governs the complexity of the test, is the manner in
which it is necessaryto include the thermal effects in order to do a meaningful.test.
There are a numberof significant thermal effects including
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(1) The thermal stress loading cycle producedby the thermal cycle, that is, heating
and cooling eachflight
(2) Creep arising from prolongedtime at temperature under load
(3) Overageingarising from prolongedtime at temperature andgiving a reduction
of static strength
(4) The interaction of all these thermal effects on eachother and on the fatigue
behaviour of the structure under mechanical loads.
Of these, the first is of overriding importance in determining if or how the thermal effects
shouldbe included in the test. Also intermittent heating is probably important becauseof
its interaction effect on fatigue behaviour under mechanical loads.
It was shownpreviously that the difference in internal and external structural tem-
peratures arising from the supersonic climb to altitude produceda thermal stress, which
died away as the structural temperature equalisedduring the cruise. The process was
repeatedduring the descent, giving rise to a thermal stress of the opposite sign. These
thermal stresses are likely to be characteristic of all supersonic transport aircraft having
a long range andto be an important part of the fatigue-loading environment. For the
Concordethey are of comparablemagnitudeto the direct stress. They cannottherefore
be ignored in a fatigue test. They might be simulated by mechanical means,but although
this may be feasible in simple specimens, it is not thoughtto be practicable in the com-
plex structure of a completeairframe. By their very nature, thermal stresses arise
from the differential expansionor contraction of adjacent structure andhavea varying
pattern throughoutthe structure dependinguponthe temperature differences set upwith
time. It therefore is regarded as essential that the thermal stresses shouldbeobtained
in the fatigue test by the application of the thermal cycles.
The other thermal effects thenneedto be fitted into the test cycle. Not all of these
necessarily involve intermittent heatingand cooling for adequaterepresentation. But they
shouldbe included in the test somehow,and canbe included more easily if the thermal
cycle is applied in the test. More details aboutthermal effects are given in the following
sections where the problem of accelerating the test is considered.
Accelerating the Test
Concordeis being designedto havea service life of 45000hours. The maximum
utilisation for any particular aircraft is expectedto bebetween3000and 4000hours per
year. Now,as mentionedpreviously, the aim is to run the fatigue test so that the speci-
menwill always haveachievedat least three times the fatigue life of anyaircraft in ser-
vice. This factor of three allows for the scatter in fatigue performance betweennominally
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identical structures, andallows for the variation betweenthe test specimenand service
aircraft. Hence,as muchas 12000hours of flying may needto be represented in a year.
However, there are only 8760hours in a year, andevenby testing 24hours per day,
7 daysa week, it is unlikely that more than 4000hours of actual test running canbe
achievedas time must be allowed for inspection of the specimen,maintenance,and so
forth. Thus, the test has to be acceleratedby a factor of approximately three, and it
wouldbe prudent to achieve rather better than this to allow provision for long delays
which would inevitably occur if a major failure took place in thetest.
Normally, it is quite a simple matter to accelerate a fatigue test as the mechanical
load effects are amenableto grouping andcanbe represented in a muchshorter time in
the test than in a flight. This grouping hasbecomea well-established technique,although
someworkers have slight doubtswhether it wouldnot be better to include more dwell
periods betweenloading than is currently done. It is muchmore difficult to accelerate a
test cycle including thermal effects becausemost of these effects are time dependent.
The present plan is to accelerate the hot test cycle in two ways:
(1) By making eachthermal cycle as fatigue damagingas two supersonic flights
(2) By shortening the thermal cycle to as near 60 minutes as practicable.
In planning the fatigue test, it has beenassumedthat
(1) The average length of a supersonic flight is 2.5 hours.
(2) The average length of a subsonic flight is 1.0 hour.
(3) Onthe average the ratio nf supersonicflights to subsonicflights is 4 to 1.
The current plan is to run the fatigue test in a sequenceof two hot test cycles andone cold
test cycle. The hot test cycle will represent two supersonic flights andwill containone
accelerated thermal cycle equivalent to two supersonic flights andtwo groups of mechi-
cal loads eachequivalent to one flight. The cold test cycle will containall the mechanical
loads equivalent to one flight. The aim is to do the hot cycle in 60minutes andthe cold
cycle in 15minutes. If this is achievedthen the sequenceof two hot cycles andone cold
cycle will take 2.25hours andrepresent four supersonicflights plus onesubsonic flight
taking 11hours. Thus, the time has beencompressedby a factor of almost five.
Within this broad format, the individual test cycles will take accountof flights in
different degreesof turbulence, at different gross weights, and for different flight patterns.
No test, howevercomplicated, canprovide a perfect representation for all aircraft in ser-
vice, and a meansof interpretation is necessaryto relate the test results to service as
previously mentioned.
Shorteningthe hot cycle brings a numberof tricky problems to fit all the mechanical
loadings into the time available, especially as eachof thesecycles is to represent two
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flights. Basically, the plan is to associate one set of mechanical loadings with their
appropriate place in the test cycle and then to add another set towards the end of the cycle
while the specimen is recovering temperature equilibrium ready for the next test cycle.
(See fig. 19.) The alternative plan would have been to have put in one set of mechanical
loadings, but at a higher level to take account of the acceleration. This plan was rejected
however, mainly because of the possible unrepresentative effect on crack propagation.
The time available for mechanical loading thus becomes critical in the shortened
cycle; and therefore, great care needs to be taken in choosing the levels of loads to be
used, particularly within the taxi and gust load spectra. Especially, it is necessary to
ensure that sufficient small loads are applied to reproduce the effects of fretting, even
though these small loads take a disproportionate testing time compared with their direct
contribution to the fatigue damage. The computer-controlled hydraulic servo-loading sys-
tem gives great freedom of choice of loading levels, and full advantage can be taken of this
to pick an optimum combination of frequencies and levels.
Another advantage arising from this flexibility is that random loading can be used if
desired. Random loading, of course, more nearly represents what happens in service, and
its use reduces the number of assumptions necessary in setting up the test programme. A
possible disadvantage is that it might make it more difficult to trace the progress of fail-
ures on the fracture surfaces. Some work is currently in hand to investigate this in lab-
oratory specimens and also the possibility of arranging the random loading to include
marker loads which could be found on the subsequent fracture. Certainly, it is an advan-
tage to be able to trace the progress of a fracture, but experience shows that this is often
not possible except in simple loading cases and advantages of random loading may well
outweigh the disadvantage which might arise in this particular aspect.
Accelerated Thermal Cycle
As previously mentioned the thermal cycle is to be accelerated by making it repre-
sent more than one flight and by shortening it. The most important part of the thermal
cycle is the representation of the thermal stress, although the effects of creep and over-
ageing and of their interactions are not to be ignored. The thermal stress arises from
differential expansion due to the temperature difference between the skin and the internal
structure. This stress is proportional to the temperature difference, and hence by
increasing this difference a corresponding increase in thermal stress is obtained. This
increase, in turn, is related to life through the appropriate S-N relationship, and an
increase in temperature range can be chosen to give in one test cycle the fatigue damage
from thermal stress approximately equivalent to that occurring in two supersonic flights.
For illustration, a simple example of a hypothetical piece of deep structure which
follows certain assumed conditions will be considered. In particular, it is assumed that
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the skin andthe deep structure start the climb at the same temperature and that the deep
structure has warmed up only negligibly by the time the skin temperature has reached its
cruise value. This would then give the condition for maximum thermal stress. It is also
assumed that similar conditions apply for the descent. The comparison then becomes
Thermal stress due to climb:
Skin and deep structure temperature at start of climb, oc . . .
Skin temperature at end of climb, oc ..............
Deep structure temperature at end of climb, °C ........
Skin temperature range, oc ...................
Increase in skin-temperature range over real-time conditions,
percent .............................
Thermal- cycle time- compression factor ............
Thermal stress due to descent:
Skin and deep structure temperature at start of descent,
oC , • • • • • • • , • • . • • • • • • • . • • , • • • • • • • •
Minimum skin temperature during descent, oc .........
Deep structure temperature at same time, oc .........
Skin temperature range, oc ...................
Increase in skin-temperature range over real-time conditions,
percent .............................
Thermal-cycle time-compression factor ............
Real time Test
conditions conditions
15
I00
15
85
100
-20
100
120
22
130
22
108
27
_2
130
-25
130
155
29
The example is imprecise because clearly all the assumed conditions are not exactly
met. Nonetheless, it illustrates that practical test conditions can be found which for deep
structure will enable the thermal cycle to be accelerated by approximately two, that is, to
represent two real flights. Clearly, a wide range of test conditions could be chosen to
achieve this effect. The particular combination of a top temperature of 130 ° C, a bottom
temperature of -25 ° C, and an ambient temperature of 22 ° C is a reasonable compromise
on plant requirements, consistent with minimum effect on material properties of the spec-
imen, particularly at elevated temperature• There are, of course, varying depths of deep
structure throughout the aircraft. Because only one external temperature distribution can
conveniently be prescribed for the whole aircraft, each portion of the structure will expe-
rience a different acceleration, depending upon its depth within the total structure.
A similar approach to accelerate the conditions for shallow structure is possible by
increasing rates of heating and cooling, and a useful compromise is to cover the new tem-
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perature range in the original time. Again the resulting acceleration pattern is not uni-
form throughout the structure.
The second part of the problem is what can be done to shorten the test cycle. It has
already been said that the most important reason for including the thermal cycle is to
represent the thermal stresses, and for these itis important to represent the climb and
descent phases in approximately real time. Thus, the only hope for shortening the test
cycle lies in shortening the cruise and recovery phases. There are however two impor-
tant constraints, namely, that the structural temperatures must be correct at the start of
the climb and at the start of the descent so that the conditions are right for the generation
of the thermal stress. If these conditions can be achieved artificially, the cruise and
recovery phases can be shortened. Incidentally, a shorter cruise at higher temperature
is compatible with maintaining the correct creep and overageing damage rates.
In cruise, the important criterion is that the structure reaches the conditions at the
end of the cruise phase before the descent phase is started. Shallow structure will follow
quite closely the temperature of the skin. Deeper structure will lag behind because of the
time ittakes for the heat to be conducted to it. The amount of lag will vary considerably
throughout the structure. Most of the structure will, however, have reached a stable tem-
perature by the end of the cruise phase. The problem, therefore, of shortening the cruise
phase is to identify the structure which will not have reached a stable temperature in the
shortened time and to force heat itin the test so that it does. The forced heating can be
started as soon as the peak thermal stress has been reached in the climb. This peak
will be reached at the end of the climb for deep structure and earlier for shallow
structure.
Similar arguments for forced cooling apply to the shortening of the recovery phase.
Forced cooling can be started as soon as the peak thermal stress has been reached; the
peak thermal stress occurs at or before the time at which the skin reaches its minimum
temperature. The situation is complicated by the fact that the final ambient temperature
is higher than the skin temperature and lower than the temperature of the bulk of internal
structure. Therefore, the forcing potentials are less than those obtained at the end of the
cruise. The forced heating and cooling is being done by circulating hot and cold air and
hot and cold fuel and is an extremely complex process.
For Concorde the chosen aim is to dn the complete test cycle in 60 minutes, made
up approximately of take-off and climb, 11 minutes; cruise, 20 minutes; descent and land-
ing, 9 minutes; and recovery, 20 minutes. Initially test cycles will be run in real time,
and results compared with measurements in flight. These have become known as "witness
tests." Tests under accelerated conditions will then be made with the cycle time gradually
being reduced, but ensuring always that the shortened test cycle remains meaningful. A
comparison of the proposed accelerated thermal cycle with the flight cycle is shown in
figure 20.
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Interpreting the Test
The presence of the thermal cycle adds a number of difficulties in interpreting the
test. For the fatigue test of a subsonic aircraft, numerous simplifying assumptions have
to be made to set up the test, and means have to be devised to interpret the failures and
to apply them to aircraft whose service history differs from the loading spectra used in
the test. All this is still necessary for the supersonic transport aircraft. There is, how-
ever, the added complication of the thermal cycle and of the compromises which have been
necessary to include it in the test.
It has already been shown that compression of test time, that is, increasing the
thermal stress damage in each test cycle, produces a nonuniform thermal-cycle time-
compression factor throughout the structure. Even though the nominal value of this com-
pression factor is 2, it is necessary to be able to calculate the actual value at any place
where a failure occurs or at other points of interest.
The principle of the accelerated cycle is to increase the magnitude of the thermal
stress so that less cycles are applied and time can be saved; however, these increased
thermal stresses have to be combined with the direct mechanical stresses. In fact, the
thermal stress can be regarded as a shift of mean stress for the alternating mechanical
stresses since it is a slowly varying stress from zero to a maximum in one direction,
through zero to a maximum in the opposite direction, finally returning to zero again. In
order not to raise the peak stresses to too high an unrepresentative value, it was decided
to apply the mechanical loads (real level) twice during the test cycle to compensate for
the acceleration of the thermal cycle. This is a complex situation. Increased thermal
stresses are being combined with mechanical stresses at real-aircraft level. At any par-
ticular point in the structure, the proportions of thermal and mechanical stress damage
may not be correct since the mechanical cycles are being applied overall on the assump-
tion of a nominal value of thermal-cycle time-compression factor of 2 whereas the actual
value at that point may be different.
It is important that under these special conditions the form of failure should not be
altered, or if it is, the difference should be recognised. To this end, the box tests and
other backup research tests are being made to explore modes of failure, times to failure,
and crack-propagation rates under combinations of mechanical and thermal stress and
under real and accelerated conditions.
Fortunately, shortening the thermal cycle in association with accelerating the rate
of thermal-stress damage results in the application of higher temperatures in the cruise
for shorter times. Thus, in part, some automatic compensation is given for the creep
and overageing effects, but these need to be calculated in detail throughout the structure
to determine how much the structural properties are being changed from each of these
causes and comparison made with real aircraft conditions.
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Therefore, the needto assess the cumulative damageunder all of these conditions
and relate it to aircraft conditions so that test damagecanbe interpreted is great. The
process for correcting fatigue-test results for different service conditions is nowwell
establishedfor subsonicaircraft. Basically, this correction dependsuponthe application
of Miner's law to critical parts of the structure. To this process must now be addedthe
thermal stress andthe interaction effects of the thermal cycle, creep, andoverageingon
the mechanical stress. Preliminary methodsare being tried andverification soughtfrom
the research programme.
HEATINGANDCOOLINGFORTHE MAJORFATIGUE TEST
External Heatingand Cooling
The purposeof external heatingand cooling is to apply to the specimen the kinetic
heatingwhich the aircraft receives in the supersonic climb and cruise and the cooling
which results from the descentat subsonicspeeds. (Seefig. 4.) The heatingandthe
cooling is being doneconvectivelywith air, which is blown over the specimenat the
required temperature and at suitable speedsso that the heat-transfer coefficients expe-
rienced in flight are reproducedin the test laboratory. The specimenis enclosedin a
thermal duct which is divided into five sections, oneover the fuselage andone over and
under eachof the two wings. There are five closed circuits linking thesesections to the
heatingand cooling plant. Closedcircuits are used so that the air canbe recirculated
andthe heatingandcooling potential conserved. Eachcircuit containsa fan to circulate
the air andheat exchangersto heatand cool it.
Thermal duct.- Initially it was intended that the thermal duct should totally enclose
the specimen. Later for reasons of expediency, it was decided not to heat and cool the
wing tips and the upper part of the fin. The justification for not heating and cooling these
areas is that the thermal stresses in them are low, and what effects there are can be
assessed by reading across from areas of similar structure which are being subjected to
the thermal cycle. The most important advantage is that this exclusion enables a rigid
duct to be used since the specimen deflections can be contained within the duct spacing
from the specimen. The duct can therefore be supported by rigging from the structure of
the laboratory. Some flow-restriction problems arise because of the specimen deflec-
tions, but these are small compared with the problems that would have arisen from the
design and construction of a flexible duct or a duct with flexible joints. Even so the
design of the duct is still a major engineering task. This duct has to be easily removable
so that the specimen can be inspected at frequent intervals. It has to be airtight when
closed to avoid large losses of hot and cold air. It has to have a minimum of thermal
mass so that it does not absorb heat and cold from the airstream in an unnecessarily
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wasteful manner. It must, of course, be able to withstand the effects of the continuous
repetition of the thermal cycle.
As mentioned, the overall aircraft duct is divided into five main sections which are
effectively in parallel - one over the fuselage and one over and under each wing. The
wing ducts are further subdivided; the upper-surface duct splits into four parallel
branches to cater for spanwise variation of heat-transfer coefficient, and the lower-
surface duct splits initially into four branches which merge into three in order to bypass
the engine nacelle. The fuselage duct is an annulus up to the wing leading edge, where it
splits into two branches, a horseshoe sectioned upper duct and an approximately rectan-
gular sectioned lower duct. The two ducts continue along the fuselage and rejoin at the
wing trailing edge. Near the fin leading edge, a divider takes some of the air from the
upper duct and passes it over the lower portion of the fin before rejoining the fuselage
circuit in the return trunking. The ducts are shown diagrammatically in figures 21
and 22.
For each wing, the upper- and lower-surface ducts join at the trailing edge to form
a plenum chamber with a static pressure common to both ducts. The return trunking for
the two circuits is connected to the plenum chamber, and a short distance from the cham-
ber the lower-surface duct trunking is provided with a vent to the atmosphere. The vent
dictates the position of atmospheric static pressure in the circuits and allows the circuits
to breathe during temperature changes. To prevent an increasing concentration of air-
borne fuel simulant in the circuits due to small fuel leakages, the circuits are constantly
purged through the vent by bleeding fresh air into the circuits at appropriate positions.
There are three vents, one for each wing and one for the fuselage. Provision is made for
the insertion of suitable gauges in the three outer ducts of each wing circuit forward of
the leading edge to adjust the mass flows in the ducts, and vane dampers are fitted in all
ducts at the trailing edge for fine adjustment. Similarly, for the fuselage circuit, vane
dampers are fitted in the upper duct and small fin duct.
The duct depths are designed to give the required heat-transfer coefficients from
the Dittus and Boelter equation
Nusselt number = 0.023(Reynolds number)0"8(Prandtl number) 0"4
with the overriding condition that the deflected aircraft structure shall not foul the duct.
Average duct depths are fuselage, 7 inches; wing upper, 8 inches; and wing lower,
16 inches. The depth of the wing ducts is adjustable over a 3-inch range so,that the ducts
can be tuned to give the right temperature response in the fore and aft direction. The
fuselage ducts also are adjustable but only in a vertical direction.
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The duct is mountedon a massive steel structure with chordwise beamsand span-
wise intercostals bridging the specimen. Muchof the duct is madeup of a large number
of removable panels constructed of aluminium alloy. Thesefit onto the beamsand inter-
costals of the supporting structure and react to the loadingdue to the duct internal pres-
sure. The duct panelsand the fixed duct structure are insulated from the airflow on their
inner surface by insulation panelsattachedto them. The insulant is a semirigid slab of
mineral wool completely enclosedin a seam-weldedstainless steel skin 0.010inch thick
to form insulating panels 1.25inches thick around the aircraft and 1.75inches thick in the
inlet and exhaustducts. The insulation panelsare sealed to prevent ingress of fuel simu-
lant which canbe present within the duct in liquid andvapour form due to leakagefrom
the specimen.
Since the aircraft moves relative to the duct, the chordwise walls separating the
ducts from eachother are flexible and constructed to extendand compress like an accor-
dion. (Seefig. 23.) The upper surface walls are coincident with chordwise rows of wing-
load application rods which are used to give the walls lateral stability. The lower sur-
face walls havebuilt-in lateral stability since there are fewer loading rods attachedto
the lower surface. Sliding seals are provided where the wing tips protrude from the duct.
The structure carrying the seal is counterpoisedandfollows the wing movements.
The fin duct is the only portion of duct not fixed relative to the floor. It is attached
to the fuselageduct by a flexible seal andis movedvertically in step with the fin move-
ment by meansof hydraulic jacks with a self-contained hydraulic supply and control unit.
With both fin and duct movingtogether, the problem of passingfin lateral loading rods
through the duct is easedconsiderably.
An essential requirement of the duct is that it shall be easily removable for inspec-
t.ionof the specimen. To this endthe duct panels are fitted with quick release devices,
and as far as possible, the loading rods are passedthrough the joints between the panels.
Nonetheless, removing the panels is still a very large task since there are about 80
around the fuselage, 32 above the wings, and 60 below the wings. Those on the fuselage
are mainly removable, and those on the wing are mainly hinged.
Another major problem for the duct is the passing through it of the service pipes
carrying air and fuel substitute to provide the internal heating, cooling, and pressurisa-
tion. There are some 100 of these pipes ranging in diameter from 4 to 14 inches. Many
of these pipes pass through the lower fuselage duct and have a masking effect on the fuse-
lage structure. They also increase the pressure drop through the duct considerably. In
some cases it has been possible to group the pipes together and to shroud them with an
aerodynamic fairing to reduce the interference to the airstream. There is a difficulty of
sealing these pipes to the duct to avoid leakage and yet to allow movement of the pipes with
the specimen as it deflects in the duct. Some pipes are fitted with corrugated fabric fair-
ings to accommodate the movement and reduce the pressure drop and air leakage. For
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others, clearance holes are filled with a sliding-plate device, which showsa relatively
smoothsurface to the airstream.
The temperature of the air andits mass flow are varied throughout the test cycle
to give as near as possible the correct heat-transfer coefficient to match the correspond-
ing flight conditions. The temperature of the air is regulated by the flow of fluids to the
heatexchangersand the mass flow by adjusting the speedof the circulating fans. The
heat-transfer coefficients vary during the different phasesof the flight and a compromise
has to beachievedon the rig mainly because,onceit hasbeenset up, there is a fixed
geometrical relationship betweenthe duct andthe specimen. The duct panelsare indi-
vidually adjustableon their supports so that duct depthscanbe altered locally, thereby
enablingthe duct to be tunedto give the best overall compromisealong the length of the
specimenfor the chosenair temperature and mass flow. Someexperienceof this has
already beengainedon the forward fuselagespecimen,as mentionedpreviously, and it is
confidently expectedthat goodtemperature distributions along andaround the specimen
will be achieved.
External heating and cooling plant.- The primary heating and cooling plant consists
basically of the following equipment:
(1) Axial-flow fans to circulate the air
(2) Heat exchangers to heat and cool the air
(3) Boilers and refrigerators for producing the hot and cold fluids
(4) Storage vessels for all the fluids
(5) Multitudinous pumps, control valves, and piping to distribute the fluids.
A simplified flow diagram of the plant is shown in figure 24. The plant generates hot and
cold fluids continuously, and these are stored in large vessels to be transferred to the
heat exchangers as required.
Some idea of the magnitude of the task can be gained from the facts that the struc-
tural specimen itself weighs about 40 tons and the fuel substitute about twice this amount.
These specimens have to be taken through the appropriate temperature ranges approxi-
mately once every hour. This thermal cycling is, however, only part of the work which
the plant has to do; since in circulating the air, the thermal duct, return trunking, and
associated equipment are all cycled through the appropriate temperature ranges. Even
though these are insulated as carefully as possible, they add up to the equivalent of about
five more specimens.
The axial-flow air-circulating fan in each of the five circuits is fitted with adjust-
able inlet guide vanes and downstream air-straightening vanes and delivers about
3200 ft3/sec of air. The fan drive is through a shaft connected to a 2000-hp variable-
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speedmotor situated outside the circuit. The inlet guidevanesare set to give the best
fan efficiency for the particular circuit-flow conditions. The total airflow in all five cir-
cuits is about 1250lb/sec. The maximum air velocity is about 150ft/sec. The fans also
provide a considerable input of heat to the air. This heat input assists during the heating
phasebut is an embarrassment during the cooling phase, requiring additional cooling
capacity from the plant to compensatefor it. It may even needto be compensatedfor in
part during the cruise if the heat input from the fans proves to be greater than the heat
losses of the circuits.
The heat-exchangerfluids are water and ammonia,which are each stored at two
different temperatures: water at 180° C and 5° C and ammonia at -62 ° C and 35 ° C.
There are two heat exchangers in each air circuit, one for water and the other for ammo-
nia. The water heat exchanger, immediately downstream of the fan, heats or cools the
air when supplied with water at 180 ° C or 5° C, respectively. The ammonia heat
exchanger supplies the cooling necessary to produce below-zero air temperatures and is
so constructed that air can either flow through or bypass the exchanger matrix elements.
The eleven elements of the heat exchanger are mounted one above the other with ten inter-
vening gaps. Hydraulically operated shutters over the element inlets and gaps are so
arranged that when the element shutters are open, the gap shutters are closed, making
the air go through the elements. With the element shutters closed and the gap shutters
open, the heat exchanger is virtually bypassed. The ammonia heat exchanger is bypassed
whenever the circuit contains hot air; this bypass reduces the loss of heat into the
exchanger mass, and in addition, the heat-exchanger mass is kept at a constant temper-
ature by flowing ammonia at 35 ° C through its elements.
It is extremely important that the air leaving the heat exchangers and entering the
thermal duct shall be uniformly heated or cooled over its cross section. The fluid flow
across the heat exchangers has been specially designed with this in mind. In addition, the
fluid in the heat exchangers is constantly recirculated so that it is at a uniform tempera-
ture. Fluids from the bulk storage are fed into these circuits to give the required air
temperature.
The sequence of heat exchanger actions during a thermal cycle is
(1) Climb: The temperature of the water circulating through the heat exchanger is
increased progressively by the addition of hot water at 180 ° C. Warm ammonia at 35 ° C
is circulated through the bypassed heat-exchanger elements.
(2) Cruise: The hot water is gradually decreased and is cut off if the heat input of
the fan is greater than the heat losses of the circuit; if this occurs, chilled water at 5° C
is fed to the heat exchanger.
(3) Descent: The chilled water supply is increased progressively until it is no
longer able to maintain the required air-cooling rate. Before the chilled water reaches
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its maximum supply rate, the shutters over the ammoniaelementsopenand cold ammo-
nia, at -62° C, is fed into the ammonia heat exchanger. The chilled water continues to
act as a precooler until the air temperature entering the water heat exchanger drops
below the chilled water temperature. At this stage, hot water is fed to the heat exchanger
to prevent freezing.
(4) Recovery: The supply of ammonia at -62 ° C is stopped and the air temperature
increases to its datum. If the fan heat input is too large, chilled water will be pumped
before the end of the cycle to keep the air at its datum temperature. At the end of the
recovery phase, the ammonia element shutters are closed and the gaps opened to bypass
the air.
The heating and cooling phases demand large amounts of energy in relatively short
periods of time, and in order to spread the requirements of the plant over a complete
cycle, the heat-exchanger fluids are generated continuously and stored.
The hot water is heated by two oil-fired boilers with a total output of
36 x 106 Btu/hr. The water is heated to 180 ° C, and some 100 tons are stored in the
insulated storage vessel. The upper part of the vessel serves as an expansion chamber
and is filled with nitrogen at 180 lb/in2 to enable water temperature to be attained and to
prevent cavitation in the water system.
Chilled water at 5° C is provided by an ammonia refrigerating machine with a two-
stage piston compressor, condenser, and evaporator. The plant has a cooling capacity of
13.5 x 106 Btu/hr. About 300 tons of chilled water are stored in two insulated vessels
under the same pressure as the hot water so that either can be fed to the water heat
exchanger.
Ammonia liquid at -62 ° C is generated by two identical multistage turbocompres-
sors working in parallel and having a total capacity of 14.3 x 106 Btu/hr. Each turbocom-
pressor uses three stages of flash evaporation. About 145 tons of the cold ammonia is
stored in two insulated vessels which are interconnected with expansion vessels contain-
ing ammonia at 35 ° C. These hold the system at the vapour pressure of ammonia at
35 ° C, which is approximately the same as the pressures used in the hot and chilled water
systems. The expansion vessels also serve as storage for the supply of ammonia at
35 ° C for the heat exchangers while they are bypassed during the heating phase.
A considerable quantity of cooled water is also required throughout the plant. It is
used for
(1) The initial cooling of the chilled water supply
(2) The condensers of both refrigeration plants
(3) Maintaining the liquid ammonia below 35 ° C in any parts of the plant where this
temperature could be exceeded
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(4) Cooling the fan-motor speedcontrols, which are electrolytic resistors
(5) Cooling the fluid coupling of the turbocompressors to their electric motors
(6) Cooling pump glands and other similar applications.
The water is cooled from 27 ° C to 22 ° C in a two-cell cooling tower, having a total cool-
ing capacity of 70 x 106 Btu/hr and a cooling water flow rate of almost 0.8 x 106 gal/hr.
The circuit of the fans, heat exchangers, and thermal duct is completed by the
return trunking. This is constructed as a double shell, the inner lining being fabricated
from 25 SWG (0.02-inch) stainless steel sheet and having an internal diameter of 6.5 feet.
The outer cladding is fabricated from 19 SWG (0.04-inch) aluminium sheet and is sepa-
rated from the inner lining by a 2-inch thick layer of mineral-wool insulation. Sections
of the trunking are joined together by stainless steel bellows and cascaded corners are
used to assist the airflow. The assembled trunking is completely air and oil tight. The
total lengths of the five circuits vary slightly; the shortest is 590 feet and the longest
680 feet.
All of the plant for the external heating and cooling of the specimen is contained in
a plant house 240 feet x 130 feet x 50 feet high located at the forward end of the test frame.
(See figs. 17 and 25.) Inside this building is also the control room for the external plant.
This is a strong room protected against dangers which might arise from explosion in the
specimen or plant. The plant is started and monitored from this control room and, in
normal operation, is controlled automatically from the computers. However, individual
items of the plant can be run from this room for commissioning and checking purposes,
and if necessary, a thermal cycle of the whole plant can be run. The plant house is heavily
insulated so that noise from the equipment does not seriously disturb work in the adjacent
offices or destroy the tranquility of the surrounding townships in the quiet of the night.
Internal Heating, Cooling, and Pressurisation
As the name implies, the basic functions of the internal facility are to thermally
condition the inside of the specimen and to pressurise the specimen. These are two
methods by which these functions may be performed: heating, cooling, and pressurisation
with circulated air and heating and cooling with circulated fuel substitute, which for safety
reasons is used in place of aircraft fuel. In more detail, the tasks needed to be performed
are
(1) To represent the normal air conditioning and pressurisation of the fuselage
(2) To force heat and cool those areas of the structure which would not reach their
required conditions in the shortened accelerated test cycle. This forced heating and cool-
ing is done as appropriate with air or the fuel substitute. This is the major task of the
internal plant.
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(3) To heat, cool, andload by pressure that area of the underside of the wing nor-
mally coveredby the nacelle. In the test the real nacelle is not fitted, andall loading
actions are appliedto the wing by a dummynacelle.
(4) To correct the thermal condition arising in the wing tips becausetheseare not
completely covered by the external thermal duct. This discontinuity in the external heat-
ing and cooling could give rise to unrepresentative loading in the specimen, andto correct
this, special treatment is given to the fuel tanks and other structure in this area.
(5) To pressurise certain of the fuel tanks to represent inertia loads arising on the
fuel during parts of the test cycle.
The whole internal facility divides into three groups, air circuits, fuel systems, and
a background plant which supplies the heating energy, cooling energy, and pressurisation
air to the primary systems. The major part of the internal plant is housed in a specially
designed plant house, measuring 150 feet × 90 feet × 50 feet high, erected on the starboard
side of the test frame. (See fig. 19.) The plant house contains the control room for the
internal plant, from which the equipment is started and monitored. The plant is nor-
really controlled by computers, but it can, if necessary, be run from this control room
for commissioning or checking. Because of the extremely high noise level expected
from the installed plant, the building is of massive construction to provide the neces-
sary sound absorption qualities to avoid disturbance of the neighbourhood.
The major components of the primary circuits and systems are connected to the
specimen via a very complex and congested system of piping traversing between the plant
house and the main test frame.
Air circuits.- The areas conditioned by the air circuits are shown in figure 26.
These cover the fuselage air-conditioning and pressurisation, the areas to be force
heated and cooled by air, and the nacelle-wing areas. Among the force conditioned
areas are fuel tanks 9 and 10, which are emptied in flight before the supersonic phase
commences and hence do not need to be filled with fuel substitute in the test. All these
areas are grouped into 16 zones, some duplicated on port and starboard sides of the air-
craft. Zones which have similar thermal and pressure requirements are further grouped
together to give seven primary air circuits.
The air circuits are all basically similar; each consists of a Roots blower, one or
more heat exchangers, a number of control valves, and connecting piping. A typical cir-
cuit circulates about 14 pounds of air per second at a temperature of 130 ° C in the heating
phase and at 15° C during the cooling phase. The blowers are driven by electric motors
averaging about 700 hp each. Roots type blowers were chosen as air-moving machinery
because of considerable pressure drops involved in each of the air circuits. Centrifugal
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fans wouldhavebeeninadequateand centrifugal compressors were not economically com-
petitive in the sizes required. A typical air circuit is shownin figure 27.
Each circuit is a closed loop, the air being circulated by meansof the Rootsblower
through the conditioning system to the various zonesof the specimenandthen back to the
suction side of the blower. The air is heatedto the required temperature (130° C in most
circuits) by a heat exchangerfed with water at 180° C from the backgroundplant. For the
cooling phase,the air passesthrough two coolers; the first, using cooling-tower water at
22° C, cools the air to about 35 ° C_ and the second, using chilled water at 5° C, further
cools the air to about 15 ° C. Selector valves control the passage of the air to the appro-
priate heat exchangers.
The total mass flow to the specimen is controlled by regulating the valve in the
blower bypass which bridges the delivery and return pipes across the blower. This flow
is subdivided in the appropriate circuits by setting inlet trimming valves to apportion the
flow to each individual zone.
A bypass is provided between the inlet and outlet pipes to each zone to enable tem-
perature preconditioning of the delivery pipes between phases if required and thereby
allow a choice of initial air temperature into the specimen. A valve in the bypass pre-
vents flow when not required. The specimen inlet valve dictates whether flow is allowed
through the specimen.
Some circuits where the zone is not airtight are vented to atmosphere at the speci-
men; the remaining circuits servicing airtight zones are vented from outlet pipes adjacent
to the specimen. In all instances therefore the return pipes operate at a subatmospheric
pressure except when a circuit is pressurised. Circuits 1, 3, and 6 are required to be
pressurised during certain phases of the test cycle and are individually supplied with air
at either 7 or 14 lb/in2 from the background plant via an inlet valve which regulates the
supply when an increase of pressure is required. A separate valve decreases the pres-
sure on command by controlled venting to atmosphere. Safety valves are provided at
each specimen inlet to safeguard against overpressurisation and also at each specimen
outlet to prevent negative pressure occurring within the specimen.
Each circuit is fitted with an impingement liquid separator to remove any fuel sub-
stitute which may have leaked into it. This is to avoid fouling of the heat exchangers,
which would reduce their efficiency. A mist detector is installed in each circuit to give
adequate forewarning should the air-fuel substitute ratio become an explosive hazard.
Fire detection and suppression systems are also provided.
The Roots blowers are constructed with close running tolerances on their rotors,
and it is necessary to protect them from harmful temperature fluctuations. Thus, in five
of the circuits, where the temperature of the air can reach 130 ° C, a heat exchanger is
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installed at the blower inlet to precool the air returning to the blower. The air tempera-
ture in the other circuits doesnot exceed60° C.
The blowers and heatexchangersare installed in the internal plant houseon the
starboard side of the specimen (fig. 17), and there is therefore a considerable length of
piping to bring the air to and from the specimen. In a typical circuit, the distance from
the heat exchangers to the specimen is about 150 feet, and considerable care has had to
be taken to keep the thermal mass of the delivery pipes to a minimum to ensure the
required air temperatures at the specimen. The pipes have a wall thickness of only
0.04 inch and are covered with 2-inch-thick insulation of low density. The pipes vary in
diameter between 6 inches and 24 inches according to the circuit.
Attaching these pipes to the specimen is also a major problem because of specimen
movement caused by the mechanical loading and thermal distortion. There are about 80
of these pipes, and most of them have had to be fitted with a sliding joint to provide the
necessary flexibility. The problem for those carrying pressure is even more severe as
the end loads from these could provide unacceptable spurious loads on the specimen.
This problem has been overcome by the design of special balanced fittings.
Having brought the air to the specimen, there is still the mammoth task of distrib-
uting it to all the zones requiring conditioning. Essentially this is done by a gallery sys-
tem with air-distribution points along its length. A typical one for the fuselage air-
conditioning is shown diagrammatically in figure 28. A similar gallery system is used
to collect the air and return it to the plant. All pipes are taken into and out of the struc-
ture through existing holes wherever possible so that the primary structure of the speci-
men is not affected.
Fuel systems.- The layout of the fuel tanks is shown in figure 29. As mentioned
previously, tanks 9 and 10 are conditioned with air, but all of the remainder need to be
filled with fluid in the test to represent the fuel. The choice of a suitable simulant for
the fuel has been a very difficult task. The use of kerosene itself would have been too
dangerous and its repeated use through the many thermal cycles and long periods at
elevated temperature would have presented deterioration. The main features that have
been looked for in a simulant are
(1) A sufficiently high flash point to avoid fire and explosion risks
(2) Acceptable heat-transfer characteristics so that representative thermal condi-
tions can be achieved in the specimen tanks
(3) Compatibility with the constructional materials of both specimen and plant
(4) Slow appreciation of acidic level and general stability when thermally cycled or
maintained for long periods at elevated temperature
(5) Low cost.
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The fuel simulant chosen,Shell 7305c,is a mineral oil with antioxidant additives.
Extensive tests have beenmadeto developthe fluid and to showthat it meets the pre-
viously mentionedqualifications. In the following description of the plant and the instal-
lations in the specimen, the fluid is referred to simply as fuel.
In the aircraft itself, there are varying levels in the tanks as the fuel is usedup.
Thesevarying levels could havebeenrepresented in the test, but it wasdecided to sim-
plify the procedure by using a constantquantity of fuel in the tanks. By carefully choos-
ing the quantity of fuel and its temperature programme during the test cycle, it hasbeen
possible to achievea close representation of the critical thermal stresses in the tank
structure. Most tanks are about75 percent full with some90percent full. Great care
hasbeentakenwith the filling system so that the specimenshall not be damaged. The
large fuel-circulating pumps cannotbe used for this task, and a special small pump
(25gal/min) has beenprovided for the purpose. It is under manual control monitored
from the computer. Thus the quantity of fuel in eachtank canbe chosenbefore cycling
starts. Sinceeachtank is in its own closed circuit, the quantity of fluid in the tank
remains constant,apart from leakage,which may occur as the specimen is tested. One
of the functions of the monitoring computer is to check these quantities and initiate shut-
downif they gooutside acceptablelimits.
Special provision is available to changethe level of fluid in the tank during the test
cycle in order to simulate flight usagefor the special witness tests in real time in which
measurementson the specimenare comparedwith flight measurements. Varying this
level, of course, changesthe weight of the specimenduring the cycle and has implications
on the hydraulic loading and control systems.
In total there are thirteen separatefuel systems, eachone serving a single tank
within the specimen. Ten of the systems are temperature conditioned. Each system
includes a pump,one heat exchanger,and control valves; these componentsare sized to
meet the requirements of eachparticular tank. Two of the remaining three systems pro-
vide for fuel circulation only, while for the last tank provision is made for filling and
emptying only. (Seefig. 29.)
A typical specimentank contains about 1800gallons of fuel and requires a pumping
rate of 350gal/min through pipes of 5-inch diameter against a system resistance of
about 120lb/in2. Each system is ventedat the specimentank, and the pump is located
in the main test frame to prevent cavitation at the inlet. A typical temperature condi-
tioned system is shownin figure 30.
During normal cycling operation, the fuel is pumped from the specimen tank through
the single heat exchanger located in the plant house and then back to the specimen tank.
The flow rate in the system is controlled by a closed-loop servocontrol operating on the
throttling valve.
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During the heatingphase,the fuel is progressively heateduntil that in the speci-
men tanks reachesthe required temperature (usually 90° C). The heating is obtainedby
feedinghot water at 120° C to the heat exchangerat a preselected rate. Similarly in the
cooling phase,the fuel is cooleduntil that in the specimentanks reachesthe required
temperature (usually 25° C). The cooling is obtainedby feedingchilled water at 5° C to
the heatexchangerat a preselected rate. Betweenthese phasesthe fuel may continue to
be circulated, if required, with the energy supply to the heat exchangerinterrupted to
prevent further unwantedtemperature increase or decrease,which prevents temperature
stratification within the tank dueto heat transfer through the skin from the external heat-
ing andcooling system.
Considerableattention hasbeengiven to the designof an efficient distribution sys-
tem inside eachspecimen tankwith the objective of ensuring 100-percent mixing of the
ingoing fuel with the bulk. Internal pipes extendto the extremities of eachtank andthe
ingoing fuel is injected at a pressure of about20 lb/in 2 through a large number of small
holes drilled along the length of the internal supply pipes.
Plate heatexchangersare provided becauseof their considerably superior heat-
transfer qualities at the existing low Reynoldsnumbers. They havethe additional advan-
tageof beingeasy to dismantle for inspection andcleaning. Eachsystem includes a small
pumpto maintain the water flow required through the heat exchangerto provide stable
flow andheat-transfer characteristics.
Specimenconsiderations dictate that the acidic level of the fuel shouldnot exceed
a very low level; to this endchemical filters are provided in each system. Eachfilter is
located in a bypassfed by a metering pumpthrough a separateheater to provide continu-
ous filtering at 30 gal/hr. All pipes and componentswith large surface areas in contact
with the fuel are manufacturedfrom stainless steel to minimise fuel contamination.
The total quantity of fuel in the system is a little over 20 000 gallons, and a storage
tank of 25000gallons is provided to hold the fuel whenit is removedfrom the specimen
for structural inspections. The tank is lined with epoxyresin to prevent contamination.
Background plant.- The background plant consists of the heating plant, refrigeration
plant, cooling tower, and pressurisation plant. An oil-fired boiler of 16 × 106 Btu/hr out-
put is provided to meet the overall heating demands of the primary air and fuel systems,
the demands of which are about equal. The boiler produces water at 180 ° C and operates
at a pressure of 180 lb/in 2. This water is used directly in the heat exchangers of the air
circuits, but for the fuel systems the water is reduced to a lower temperature through a
heat exchanger which produces water at 120 ° C.
Although the heating demands of the facility are cyclic with a maximum rate of
demand of approximately three times the average, it was not considered economically
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advantageousto reduce the size of the boiler andinstall a storage system for the hot
water. The boiler outputwill meet the demandon line for most of the cycle, the remain-
der being suppliedfrom somespare capacity existing in the external plant.
Refrigeration energy is provided by meansof a four-stage turbocompressor of
13× 106Btu/hr capacity using freon as a transfer agent. It is driven by a 1000-hpelec-
tric motor andproduceschilled water at 5° C for cooling in the air and fuel systems.
The chilled water is generatedcontinuously andstored in an insulated vessel of
28000 gallons capacity (about 125tons).
A single-cell tower cools almost 0.5 × 106gallons of water per hour from 27° C to
22 ° C, thereby dissipating about 40 × 106 Btu/hr. This tower provides the eventual heat
sink for all the energy going into the facility.
A battery of six Roots blowers with a total output of 18 pounds of air per second and
a total power of 1500 hp provides the air for pressurisation on line when required. The
air is pressurised in two stages, from ambient to 7 lb/in 2 gage and then from 7 to
14 lb/in 2 gage. Between stages the air is cooled to 10° C in a cooler using chilled water
and the precipitating droplets are removed in a separator; the dewpoint then corresponds
to 5° C at ambient pressure.
Safety Precautions
The safety of the specimen is, of course, a major consideration in any full-scale
fatigue test; for the Concorde it is even more important because of the very long time of
testing involved. If this specimen were lost after some years of testing, it would be
impossible to catch up the programme and to achieve the desired aircraft safety require-
ment. The specimen must always be tested to at least three times the life of any air-
craft in service. Extensive safeguards against a number of hazards arising from differ-
ent sources are therefore essential.
Excess-air-pressure safeguards.- Pressure within the specimen is measured by a
transducer in all discrete compartments connected to the air system, whether they are
normally pressurised or not. Areas normally unpressurised are included since the
power of the circulating pumps is such that a blockage in the circuits could produce a
hazard to the specimen. Some 40 measurement points are fitted and are checked at all
times by the monitoring computer, which informs the operator of significant deviations
from the required values and in extreme cases initiates automatic shutdown.
A mechanical direct-operating safety valve is fitted on the inlet pipe to each zone.
Similar valves are fitted on the pressurisation feed pipes of the circuits that are pres-
surised. In addition there is built into each compartment, including all the fuel tanks, a
direct-operating pressure-relief valve.
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Antivacuum safeguards.- Pressures measured in all compartments are checked by
the monitoring computer to ensure that a malfunction of an air-conditioning system does
not create a subatmospheric condition within the specimen. A mechanical direct-
operating safety valve is fitted on the outlet pipe from each zone.
Fuel-level surveillance.- The fuel level in each fuel tank is measured by a trans-
ducer and checked against the expected level by the monitoring computer. An increas-
ing level could ultimately result in excess pressure and a decreasing level would indicate
that fuel simulant was escaping, thereby creating a potential explosive hazard.
Explosive-hazard safeguard.- By the very nature of the test, it is likely that at some
stage fuel simulant will leak from the specimen and will enter the air circuits. If it does
so, there is a danger that in the fast-moving airstream of changing temperature, it will
form a potentially dangerous fuel mist. To meet this possibility, a mist detector is
installed in each of the external and internal air circuits to give adequate forewarning
before the mist becomes an explosive hazard.
Fire detection and suppression.- Infrared and smoke detectors are installed both
inside the specimen and in the external thermal duct surrounding the specimen. The
detectors are connected to a bulk-storage CO 2 suppression system which will automati-
cally flood the external ducts and the specimen should a detector become activated.
Extensive fire detection devices are also fitted in the test laboratory and plant houses.
Ammonia detection.- To safeguard against the possible corrosion of the specimen
should ammonia leak from a heat exchanger into an external air circuit, an ammonia
detector is installed in each circuit. Further detectors are located in the external plant
house to give adequate warning to personnel.
MECHANICAL-LOADING SYSTEM FOR MAJOR FATIGUE TEST
The mechanical loading is applied by a conventional linkage system from hydraulic
jacks, servocontrolled from the computer system.
Loads and Reactions
The test laboratory, approximately 200 feet × 100 feet × 40 feet high, is effectively
a strong box, so that vertical and side loads can be reacted directly to the building. It
was designed as a general purpose test frame. The floor is strongly reinforced with steel
beams with frequent attachment points, and a series of overhead moveable bridges can be
placed at convenient locations to react the up loads. For the Concorde these are supple-
mented by portal frames over the wing tips and fuselage nose.
The loads are applied to the specimen by conventional means. Swivel loading points
are bolted to the upper and lower surfaces of the wing and to each side of the fin. Groups
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of loading points are connectedtogether by a "Christmas-tree" linkage to hydraulic jacks.
Fuselage loads are applied to bulkheadsor distributed to the floor beamsby a system of
loadingbeams inside the specimen. Theseare linked by rods to a number of hydraulic
jacks outside the specimen. Dummyundercarriages anddummy nacelles are fitted to the
specimen,and through these, undercarriage and engineloads canbe applied.
For the ground tests the specimen rests on the dummyundercarriages andis loaded
through the hydraulic jacks and linkages to give the correct overall distribution. For the
flight tests the specimenis balancedin its linkage system, but a number of constraints at
the undercarriages restrict its movement. All of these constraints are fitted with load
measuring devices and record either balancing reactions or zero load as appropriate.
Table II andfigures 31and 32give more detail of the loading system.
Hydraulic System
Eachhydraulic jack is set in a simple load-control circuit, which is madeup of a
load cell, electrohydraulic servo valve, and control module,which holds the load under
analoguecontrol until a new set point is given it from the overall control system. All the
loading jacks are controlled by a PDP8/I computer.
The jacks mainly act in tension, although some act in tension and compression.
They have been sized so that they can apply proof loads to the specimen as required for
fail-safe testing towards the close of the fatigue test. They are fitted with PTFE seals to
keep the friction low enough to avoid stick-slip effects in the system when small loads are
being applied.
The load cells have two measuring bridges. One output is fed back to the control
computer and is used to set up the required load; the other is fed back to the PDP10 mon-
itor computer, where it is compared with the requested load level. Small, but significant,
deviations from the required load are printed out and larger deviations initiate shutdown.
Fuller details of the monitoring procedures are given subsequently.
Moog electrohydraulic servovalves are used throughout the system. These valves
are two stage. The first, a preamplifier stage, uses a torque motor to convert the elec-
trical input signal to a hydraulic signal, which drives the second, or power, stage. The
torque motor operates a flapper which pivots between two hydraulic nozzles forming two
variable orifices. Fluid under pressure is supplied to these nozzles through two fixed
orifices, and the pressures between the orifices and the nozzles are applied to the ends
of the spring-centred second stage, or main, spool. The flow through the valve is pro-
portional to the main spool displacement and, thus, to the input electrical signal for a
known pressure drop across the valve. Where higher flows are required, two servovalves
are operated in parallel or a much larger valve is used.
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The jack load is controlled by a simple error-signal device, which compares the
required signal with the measured signal from the load cell. The error signal is ampli-
fied and drives the electrohydraulic servovalve to correct the load and so reduce the
error signal to zero. This load is then held until a new set point is input to the system.
Each hydraulic control module has a number of local safety devices which are addi-
tional to the overall surveillance exercised by the monitoring computer. These local
devices limit the maximum load and travel available at the jack. A typical hydraulic
module circuit for a single acting tension jack is shown in figure 33. The differential
pressure switch (DPS) initiates a fail-safe shutdown if the differential pressure across
the jacks exceeds that set on the switch; the differential pressure relief valve (DPRV)
vents high-pressure oil from either side of the jack to the other if the differential pres-
sure exceeds a preset limit, these valves act as a backup to the differential pressure
switches and prevent excessive loads on the specimen. When any safety device is acti-
vated, the isolating valves (LV) isolate the jack from the servovalve and ensure controlled
dumping through the dump valves (DV). In addition, limit switches are used to sense
excessive deflection of the jack rods and these also initiate shutdown.
The hydraulic power is supplied by 20 variable delivery pumps. Each pump is
driven by a 30-hp motor and delivers 14 gallons per minute at 3000 ib/in2 pressure. The
pumps are arranged in banks of 5, each bank controlled by its own master control valve.
This arrangement permits the independent shutdown of a bank of pumps if necessary.
The pumps are supplemented by a battery of 8-gallon accumulators to provide for any peak
demands of fluid in excess of pump output and to absorb any line pressure surges.
Hydraulic fluid for the system is contained in two 750-gallon reservoirs. The tempera-
ture of the fluid (OM33) is maintained at 38° C by a thermostatically controlled immersion
heater in each reservoir. Fluid is distributed from the pumps to hydraulic control mod-
ules situated in the various loading areas by a complex system of piping, which is located
in trunking to contain any leakage.
Considerable attention has been given to achieving a high degree of cleanliness in
the fluid. This cleanliness is necessary because of the small clearances and orifice
diameters within the servovalve. These are susceptible to the fine particles which can
cause silting or erosion of the orifices and hence alter the performance of the servovalve
and ultimately possibly result in failure of the valve. Filters are fitted at the pump inlet
(0.005-inch rating), at the pump outlet (10-micron rating), and at the inlet to the servovalve
(I.5- micron rating).
Loading Sequences
The weight of the specimen, fuel substitute, and rigging is carried by the loading
jacks, and account has to be taken of this in determining the loads to be applied by the
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computer. Prior to starting a test cycle, the whole system is set up to a "weightless"
condition. Small pretension loads are included where needed to remove slackness from
the linkage. Under these conditions, all the load cells at the reaction points should read
zero.
The test cycle commences with the ground loads, including the following conditions
(1) lg standing on the ground
(2) Engine runup
(3) Taxying loads
(4) Take-off.
The appropriate reaction-point loads are checked throughout to ensure that the required
loading pattern is being applied.
The loading is then adjusted to the various phases of the flight including
(1) lg climb
(2) Gusts during climb
(3) Manoeuvre during climb
(4) lg cruise
(5) Gusts during cruise (including lateral gusts)
(6) lg descent
(7) Gusts during descent and stand off.
This is followed by the landing and final taxying conditions including
(1) Landing (including nosewheel "abatt6e" conditions)
(2) Braking
(3) Reverse thrust
(4) Taxying
(5) lg standing on the ground.
Throughout these sequences, the loading has to take account of changes in the air-
craft weight as the fuel is used up and of changes in the air-load distribution in subsonic
and supersonic flight, together with the fuel transfer necessary to compensate these
changes. The programme includes flights with different gust severities (rough flights and
smooth flights) and similarly takes account of rough and smooth airfields and different
landing conditions to represent real-service conditions.
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Mechanical-Loading LetdownSystem
If for any reasona test cycle has to be abortedwhile the specimenis under load,
it is necessaryto havea safe system to return it to the no-load condition. For the
Concordethis is doneby a controlled letdownprocedure. On receiving a failure signal,
the monitor computer deenergisesa shutdownrelay which in turn deenergises the follow-
ing equipment:
(1) The pilot control valves on eachjack module,which momentarily lock the speci-
men in position
(2) The main solenoidvalves in both pumprooms, which divert oil in supply lines
to reservoir tanks
(3) The air-operated solenoidvalve, which in turn vents pressure from the diverter
valves in the return lines thereby directing returning oil to the letdown tank instead of the
reservoir tank
(4) The main hydraulic and pilot pressure pumps,which stop oil flow
(5) The electrohydraulic servovalves, setting them to opencircuit
(6) The dumpvalves on eachjack module,which initiates the letdownof the applied
loads to zero.
The basic designof the letdownsystem is to separatethe hydraulic jack return lines
into 5 discrete groups which are
(1) Over-specimenvertical jacks
(2) Under-specimenvertical jacks
(3) Fuselageandfin lateral jacks
(4) Engine-nacelle jacks
(5) Undercarriage jacks.
Thesegroups are chosenso that a balancebetweenport andstarboard will be main-
tained during letdown. All jacks in groups 1, 2, and3 havecollapsible linkage of length
such that compressionloads cannotbe transmitted to the specimen. In groups 1, 2, 3,
and4 whenthe dumpvalves are deenergised,the annulusside of all jack pistons in each
groupis connectedto a commonreturn pipe through a preset restrictor to the letdown
tank. The restrictor flow canbe varied between0.25and 15gallons per minute. This
flow rate determines the rate of letdown. All the undercarriage jacks (group 5) are equal
area doubleroddedtypes, and during letdown,pressure is ventedfrom one side of the pis-
ton to the other.
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In general, loads are controlled by the specimen returning to its natural no-load
position. Excessive pressure or load is prevented by the differential pressure relief
valves fitted in the hydraulic control module for each jack.
Interactions With Multichannel Systems
When a single loading channel is controlling the load being imparted to a structure,
it is relatively easy to determine the characteristics of the complete system (including
the structure) and to achieve optimum response from the system. In the case of a multi-
channel loading system used for the fatigue testing of a large structure, it is necessary to
ensure that all the loading channels are kept in phase and apply the correct loads. Each
loading point in a multichannel loading system has different mechanical parameters, such
as stiffness and inertia. Such a system is a compound one, with many subsystems or
channels so interconnected by the test structure that they influence each other. The
degree of this influence or interaction is dependent both on the strength of the coupling
between respective channels and on the mechanical parameters of each channel. For
example, there would be littleinteraction between two channels with high inertias which
were weakly coupled; this type of compound system would show characteristics similar to
those of the individual channels. On the other hand, if the coupling were strong, the char-
acteristics of the compound system would be very different from those of the individual
systems acting alone.
The magnitude of spurious loads caused by interaction depends on a number of fac-
tors. It will depend, firstly, on the degree of coupling between the channels and on the
magnitude of the mechanical parameters of each individual channel; secondly, on the speed
of application of loads; and thirdly, on the response characteristics of the individual chan-
nels. In many instances, the effects of interaction are minimal and can be ignored.
Sometimes, however, significant errors arise because of interaction, and then it must
either be counteracted by test techniques or, if this is impossible, taken into account in
the analysis of the results.
Since the magnitude of the interaction loads is dependent on the speed of application
of the loading, it can be diminished by slowing the rate of loading. It can also be dimin-
ished by increasing the response of the affected channel. Both these methods have their
limitations, the first because of the time scale of the test being conducted and the second
because by increasing the response, the stability margin is decreased, and unwanted oscil-
lations can result. These oscillations can cause problems as great as the one eradicated.
Clearly, these problems are intimately connected with the particular characteristics
of the specimen and system involved. They are difficult to predict. They produce further
problems in the commissioning of the system which frequently has to be done channel by
channel on a separate rig. Great care must therefore be exercised in the interpretation
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of the results from such rigs when applying them to real structure. Small multichannel
tests are being done for the Concorde system using dummy specimens of representative
stiffness.
CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR MAJOR FATIGUE TEST
Basic Requirements
The requirements imposed upon the control and monitoring systems divide into
three main categories: control of the test, monitoring, particularly concerning the safety
of the specimen, and collection of data, mainly from the specimen itself. Beside these
explicit requirements, there are others, such as the need to achieve high reliability and to
have a configuration giving a good margin of operational flexibility.
The requirements for the control function are, of course, dictated by the task which
has to be performed. Essentially, this is in two parts, control of the heating and cooling
plant and control of the mechanical loading system. There are about 50 channels of plant
requiring continuous control with nearly 160 switching channels. The continuous control
channels involve a complex thermal plant, where nonlinearities and significant time delays
abound, making this an ideal application for the potential power of direct digital control.
The mechanical loading system has a capacity for 150 channels of which currently about
100 are being used to control the hydraulic jacks, which because of their speed of response
would impose a formidable task to control in a direct digital mode. These channels are,
therefore, controlled by force feedback on continuous data control loops which only require
updating with voltages proportional to the demand loads.
Because of the large number of components in the overall plant and in the control
system itself, there is a very real chance that the specimen might be damaged as a result
of a system failure. Hence, very careful monitoring must take place of all the systems,
and automatic action must be taken if system failure develops. The cumulative nature of
the fatigue process makes it acceptable to shut down the test when any failure is detected,
alleviating any need to take over control. The provision of a failure detection system
must aim at reducing to a very low probability the chance of applying an incorrect condi-
tion to the test specimen, during its several tens of thousands of hours of testing.
Anything less than a completely independent monitoring system relies on the ability
to predict all the possible forms of failure of a shared component. Since the difficulty of
achieving this independence increases rapidly as the shared component becomes complex,
the only prudent solution is the totally independent system. This totally independent sys-
tem will have a finite probability of failure; therefore, the chance of applying an unaccept-
able condition to the specimen is directly related to the probability of both the control and
monitoring systems failing within an interval which is sufficient to allow a runaway chan-
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nel to deviate unacceptably. It canbe shownthat evenwith meantime betweenfailures
for the whole system of as low as a few tens of hours and checkingrates of approximately
onceper second,the probability of dual failure is very low. Thus separate control and
monitoring systems havebeenchosento take care of the test environment. (Seefig. 34.)
Althoughthe system is primarily designedto run as a complete entity, the control com-
puters may be run individually on their respective systems. Equally, it is possible to use
the surveillance of the monitoring computer whenparts of the overall testing facility are
being run on their ownhardware control systems.
A special peripheral unit housedin the monitoring computer is responsible for pro-
viding the time base for all the computer systems andat the sametime checking that they
are running in close synchronism. It consists of two separate crystal clocks, one of
which producespulses at a rate of 1 hertz andthe other at rates of 1000hertz and 1 hertz.
Basically, eachprocessor is madeto count the 1000-hertz pulses andcheck them against
the 1-hertz pulses; the safety of the system is preserved by having the two sources of
1-hertz pulses.
The effect of the test on the specimenis measuredthrough attachedstrain, temper-
ature, and deflection transducers. In all, these numberabout 3500and require to be scan-
ned in less than 10seconds. Facilities are neededto scansubsetsof the total number of
transducers andto perform various degreesof processing on the recorded data. A data
logging system associatedwith the monitoring computer performs this task.
Hardware andIts Operation
Overall hardware configuration.- The overall hardware configuration is shown in
figure 35 and may be summarised as follows:
PDP10 monitoring computer:
Size of computer word, 36 bits
32K of 1.6 microsecond core store
16K of 1 microsecond core store
Two 512K fixed head disc stores
Four DEC tape controllers
300 lines per minute line printer
Digital XY plotter
VB10 visual display
VR12 slave display
Two British standard digital data interfaces
240 channel analogue multiplexer
174 digital inputs
Two 10-8 data link interfaces
1000 ch/sec paper tape reader
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300ch/sec paper tape reader
150ch/sec paper tapepunch
50 ch/sec paper tapepunch
Four KSR35 teletypes
OneASR33 teletype
K70plant control computer (incorporating a PDP8/I computer):
Sizeof computer word, 12bits
20Kof 3 microsecond core store
32K fixed headdisc store
48 channelsof direct digital control input/output
190digital outputs
63digital inputs
ASR33 teletype
Shared1000ch/sec paper tape reader']
Shared150ch/sec paper tapepunch j_ With loading computer
8-10 data link interface
PDP8/I loading computer:
Size of computer word, 12 bits
8K of 3 microsecond core store
256K fixed head disc store
Extended arithmetic unit (hardware multiplier)
5 digital outputs
2 digital inputs
150 jack output cards giving ±5 or +10 volt output
ASR 33 teletype
Shared paper tape punch and reader
8-10 data link interface.
General operational principles.- After the computers have been switched on and have
had their programs loaded, they first have to be synchronised. They are each informed of
the real time at which they will expect to see the first clock pulse from the special clock
unit situated in the PDP10. When this unit is switched on the appropriate parts of the pro-
grammes count up time to give each computer a real-time base on which to operate its
plant control and monitoring functions. All control information or instruction to the com-
puters is input via one or more of the teletypes attached to the machines. The next stage
of operation involves the input of the engineering data giving the magnitudes of the func-
tions to be performed which have already been defined, in principle, by the application
programs written to make the computers perform the dedicated tasks associated with the
test.
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The engineeringdata are prepared in advance,in duplicate, by two independent
punchoperators from the carefully checkedmanuscript information formulated around
the structural demandsof the test. These identical punchedpaper tapes are then input to
the control and monitoring computers; load information only is put into the loading com-
puter andprocess information into the K?0machine. The computers then transform the
engineeringdata into special internal machine formats andcheck the data for consistency
with respect to both the hardware and the software. In a later stageof the startup pro-
cedure, the dataare cross-checked within the computer system using the data links which
connectthe control machinesto the PDP10. By this meansit is possible to be sure that
the information hasbeeninput correctly. Oncethe datahavebeeninput and the expected
configuration of the plant hasbeendefined to the computers, the computers canaccept the
various parts of the plant for control. This step is necessary becauseon certain occa-
sions only limited parts of the plant may be run, especially during commissioning.
As and whenthe plant engineersrequest startup of each major unit of the plant,
which hasdirect control over the conditions at the specimen, these requests are ratified
by the control andmonitoring computers and relayed back to the plant initiating startup
of that unit. If the various units are started up in the previously definedorder, it should
be possible to take the whole of the specified plant onto control with its associatedcheck-
ing through the monitoring computer. During or after this stage, all the control points
may be instructed to move to their precycle conditions. Thewhole of the test rig can
thus be madeready for cycling, which it will commenceon receipt of an instruction defin-
ing the start time. The actual programme that is then followed is inherent in the data
input to the computers and is executedentirely automatically unless terminated prema-
turely. Various instructions exist to enablean operator to override the automatic
sequencepreviously defined; these allow premature termination of a cycling sequenceor
alteration of its contentsor a return to static conditions at the end of the current cycle.
Throughout the test rig, inner and outer limits are set for the variables, and these
are checkedby the monitoring computer throughindependenttransducers by comparing
measuredvalues with expectedvalues. Theinner limits are set such that small devia-
tions which wouldnot significantly affect the accuracy of the test or prejudice its safety
are permitted. Outer limits are set at levels which would be prejudicial to the test and
exceedanceof theseautomatically causesshutdown. Any variation betweenthese two
limits is recorded on teletype for the immediate information of the operator and also on
paper tape for subsequentanalysis. By these meansthe control of the test is virtually
automatic andfollows a prescribed plan; the burden imposedon the operators is thereby
greatly minimised. If current information is required about anyof the controlled condi-
tions, instructions are available to allow the operator to display theseon the cathode-ray
tube, giving all relevant data to allow an assessmentof the operating status of the test
rig. In a similar way, the data logger may be instructed to survey a prescribed set of
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transducers andprint the resulting information in an engineeringformat onone of the
teletypes. For larger data-collection surveys, the transducers to be scannedmaybe
definedon punchedpaper tape, together with the times whenthey are to take place. The
loggingwill take place automatically at the prescribed times, andthe results may beout-
put for subsequentprocessing on another machine.
Selective shutdownis possible on a predefinedbasis. This avoids shutdownof the
wholeof the plant whenone small area is subject to failure andis not potentially damaging
to the specimen. Later, this shutdownpart of the plant may bebrought back onto control
during an artificially imposedpausein the cycling.
Control of Air- and Fuel-Conditioning Plant
External-air systems.- Two parameters in each of the five circuits of the external
conditioning systems are controlled by the KT0 process computer in a direct digital con-
trol mode. They are the air temperature and the circulating fan speed. The air temper-
ature is controlled through a cascaded loop which involves feeding the heat-exchanger-
fluid temperature back to the computer as well as the air temperature itself. A hybrid
computer simulation showed that this technique should be sufficient to give the required
accuracies throughout a fatigue cycle without having to change the control algorithm;
accuracy is improved significantly if it is accepted that the measured value is delayed
from the set point by approximately 4 seconds. If during commissioning it becomes
obvious that there are significant errors, then as a first step, it is possible to programme
time-varying control parameters. There is an added virtue in having a measure of the
heat-exchanger-fluid temperature within the computer, since it assists restarting par-
ticularly if a test cycle has been aborted at high temperature. It then becomes necessary
to pick up the specimen at its elevated temperature and to force it back to room tempera-
ture conditions without inducing large temperatures differences. This procedure requires
the heat-exchanger temperature to be controlled at the current specimen temperature
before the circulating fan for that duct is switched on.
The control of the speed of each circulating fan is based on measurements of the
fan speed using a tachogenerator and is obtained by altering an electrolytic resistance in
series with the rotor of the fan motor.
Internal-air systems.- There are seven circuits air-conditioning the internal struc-
ture of the specimen, each of which has one or more parameters under direct digital con-
trol using the KT0 computer. These systems are all based on similar principles, but
some circuits provide more facilities than others. One of the more complex ones con-
trols two mass flows, one temperature, and eight pressures. Like the controlled param-
eters of the external circuit, the set points may be specified as a series of points varying
with time which are then interpolated by the computer to derive the once-per-second
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values required for control. By this meansit is possible to makesignificant economies
in the amountsof input datawhich haveto beprepared by hand. This facility is further
enhancedby the provision of editing software makingit possible to alter small amounts
of data through a typewriter keyboarddirectly connectedto the computer.
Internal-fuel systems.- The temperature in twelve of the thirteen tanks is con-
trolled continuously through regulation of a single parameter per tank, namely, the fuel
circulation flow. In the ten circuits which are temperature conditioned, this continuous
control is achieved by an open-loop technique where the appropriate hot or cold fluid is
switched into the heat exchanger; no temperature feedback is used, the method relying on
the repeatability of conditions.
Jack Loading Computer
Synthesis of net jack load.- Because of the overall requirement to retain the maxi-
mum flexibility in the test system combined with economy of storage space in the com-
puters, the net load on any jack is built up from its fundamental components. Broadly,
there are two components consisting of a slowly varying or steady load due to aerodynamic
lift in flight or weight of the aircraft on the ground and a second, more rapidly varying,
component due to turbulent conditions and manoeuvres in flight or taxying bumps on the
ground. The second component may be further subdivided into a part which defines the
magnitude of the gust or bump on the aircraft as a whole, for example, a gust of 10 ft/sec
at a specified time or a bump of 0.1g at another time, and another part specifying the load
in that particular jack due to a unit gust or bump; this latter part defines the load distri-
bution between jacks which may vary for the different loading conditions. In algebraic
terms this becomes
where
L=S+WG
L the load on a particular jack
the steady component of load for that jack
G the gust or bump magnitude for the aircraft as a whole
W the distribution factor defining the load seen by the jack per unit gust or bump
By this means it is possible to build up a large repertoire of flights from a relatively
small amount of data.
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Test cycles are quantisedinto phaseswhere either or both the steady load andset
of weighting factors W are constant. Gustsandbumpsare required to be applied in
synchronism throughout the specimenandto a constantwaveform. In certain circum-
stancesthe waveform is extendedin duration to limit the acceleration forces on the test
specimen.
Jack set-pointing system.- The jack computer provides set-point voltages for up to
150 jack control channels, the force feedback control loops being entirely external to the
computer. A flow diagram of the system is given in figure 36 which shows the basic
computer, a PDPS/I, driving through a standard Kent processor interface to a special
jack-driver interface through to the analogue output cards. It produces +5-volt or 0- to
10-volt signals for bidirectional and unidirectional jacks, respectively, the particular
voltage being selected by a simple shorting link on each output card. As may be seen,
the hardware makes use of load synthesis as detailed in the previous section. The isola-
tion of the computer central processor from the electrohydraulic control channels occurs
at the input of the jack-driver interface and is implemented through optical coupling; it
achieves a high standard of isolation allowing the use of separate power grounds, thereby
helping to protect the computer from noise likely to produce malfunction.
A sample-and-hold circuit accepts the current steady-load voltage and holds it for
one-half second until the next update, thereby restricting steady-load changes to a maxi-
mum rate of twice per second for small increments. Step changes of more than the odd
least significant bit (the steady load is set up to a resolution of 9 bits plus sign) are unac-
ceptable to the jack control system, so a special procedure is adopted for substantial load
changes. For these changes the steady load is updated at a rate of 20 times per second
during the change giving a fine linear staircase type of output. To create the gust com-
ponent, a constant amplitude waveform representing a half gust is input to the jack output
card. This is again to a resolution of 9 bits plus sign updated at the rate of 1000 times
per second. Half gusts may be only initiated at 1-second bounds when the steady load
is updated and the software imposes a constraint that the component be zero for the first
and last 25 milliseconds of the half-gust period. Normally, the half-gust duration is
2 seconds, but it may be requested up to 16 seconds with an overall restriction that it be
symmetric about the quarter-gust point. The constant-amplitude gust is scaled by a third
digital input to the jack card which is to a resolution of 9 bits plus sign to select whether
the half gust be positive or negative going.
A single jack card is set up within 160 microseconds giving a maximum delay
between channel 1 and channel 150 of 24 milliseconds for the steady-load component. The
comparable delay on the gust component is less than 2 milliseconds.
Droop nose.- The droop nose is activated by two digital outputs from the jack com-
puter, the first switching on the hydraulic pump to generate supply pressure and the sec-
ond switching the control valve to stroke the droop jack.
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Plant Monitoring
General principles.- As mentioned previously, there is a need for a failure detec-
tion system; this system is provided by the PDP10 computer and its peripheral devices.
Strictly, it is an independent system which together with the control computers is able to
indicate a lack of consistency between control and monitoring. By software its use is
extended into a discriminating recording facility, where it disregards information which
is consistent with correct operation, and promotes shutdown when there are gross errors,
but stores and subsequently outputs data values between these two extremes. This tech-
nique avoids the vast quantities of redundant information which would be created by a
continuous, conventional recording system. To be successful, the system depends upon
the levels of discrimination being set up with great care; information which is intended to
be disregarded must not have a significant effect on the test result, and that which initiates
shutdown must preserve the safety of the specimen and the meaningfulness of the test.
In most cases the parameter which is controlled by the control computer is also
monitored by the PDP10, but within the internal plant there are several exceptions.
These exceptions occur either because the control function may be open loop or because
the parameter of direct interest is only implicitly related to that which is directly con-
trolled. Typically, in the internal air circuits the air temperature near the energy
source and mass flow are controlled, but it is considered sufficient to monitor the tem-
perature much nearer the specimen together with the state of any air distribution valves
in that circuit. Because the digital computer inputs associated with valve monitoring are
considerably cheaper than the analogue inputs for, say, mass flow, considerable economies
can be achieved. There are complementary savings in computer time and storage.
Types of checking and their frequency.- Apart from the load channels, all checking
is carried out at the same frequency as the related control functions are updated, that is,
once per second. Analogue parameters are checked against inner and outer, upper and
lower limits. Valve positions, which are input on a pair of digital inputs, are checked for
the correct state, for example, binary 10 for off, 01 for on, and 00 for the transient state,
which is allowed a preset time.
Since the loading channels can deviate more rapidly to an unacceptable level, their
checking is conducted at a considerably higher rate, directly related to the required band-
width necessary in control to produce the planned gusting rates and accuracies. Outer
limits are checked twenty times per second and inner limits once per second unless
extended duration gusts are being executed; then inner limits are only checked at the
quarter cycle points.
Types of output.- There are three basic types of output available from the monitor-
ing computer:
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(1) Typedoutputon teleprinters
(2) Paper tapeoutput
(3) Visual display output
The first two are produced automatically when a variable exceeds inner limits. The pur-
pose of the typed output is to draw the attention of the test controller to the current test
situation, namely, that one or more channels are deviating from their expected conditions,
so that a close watch can be kept on any developments. If more than a prescribed num-
ber of printouts occur, shutdown takes place automatically. This limit would normally be
set at the number which can be output in any one test cycle so that there is not a steady
accumulation of results. If the deviation on a channel does not change, it does not repeat
printout; thereby, the output capacity is preserved.
The paper-tape output provides a record of the exceedances of the inner limits in a
form which can subsequently be fed to a computer for further analysis.
The third form of output is via the visual display which can give rapid access to any
of the monitored variables at a request through a keyboard input message. Up to two
variables may be displayed concurrently against a time axis; and a data table giving the
current measured values and the expected values of the inner and outer limits may accom-
pany them. It may also be used for the display of logged information if a user program is
written to interface with the display servicing software.
Data Logger
Multiplexing configuration.- In order to achieve consistent measurements from
strain gauges attached to specimens operating in unfavourable conditions, it is necessary
to avoid pressure-type electrical contacts within the normal bridge measuring system.
Thus small groups of gauges are collected into terminal units in which the bridge is
formed using all soldered joints. Any initial imbalance of the bridge is catered for by
extending the range of the recording apparatus. The terminal units are sited as near to
the group of gauges as possible to minimise the effects of leads in the arms of the bridge.
Up to 16 of these terminal units are then collected via cables into a sampling unit where
they may be successively sampled by reed switches and the resulting signal amplified
and fed to the recording console. Each terminal unit may accommodate up to 10 gauges
with a further two calibration points available. Similar units containing cold junction
compensators are used for collecting thermocouple signals.
The main console can accept up to 30 sampling boxes which are sampled through a
high-speed solid-state multiplexer into a successive approximation analogue-to-digital
converter. This converts the measured signal into digital form with a resolution of
12 bits (1 in 4096) when it is then transferred to the PDP10 computer through one of its
two British standard digital data interfaces.
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British standard interfaces.- Two of these units are attached to the memory buss
of the PDP10 computer; each is capable of handling 8-bit words at transfer rates of
more than 100 kilohertz. One is used for transferring control information to the logger
main console while the other collects the resulting data; a useful feature of this arrange-
ment is that the interfaces may be directly linked for fault diagnosis. An extension to the
interfaces, on the logger side of them, provides isolation of the logger from the computer
processor through an opto-electronic link for the reasons stated previously.
Basic operational facilities.- A total scan of all points on all the sampling boxes can
be made in 6 seconds. The sampling time on each point is about 30 milliseconds, which is
achieved by sampling all the sampling boxes concurrently. This concurrent sampling
allows ample time to filter off any electrical noise at frequencies equal to or higher than
the frequency of ac line voltage by a combination of analogue and numerical techniques.
By using this method, it is possible to have available in the computer a measure of this
noise level on each channel during sampling giving a useful guide to the effectiveness of
any measurements. The diagnostic capability of the measuring system is further
extended by having computer controlled grounding alternatives of the strain-gauge
bridges. By this means it is possible to assess the electrical leakage between the gauge
and specimen (a common cause of errors in elevated temperature strain measurement).
Integration of the logger with the computer gives a high degree of software control
over its scanning ability from both conversational and preprogrammed input. By using
the latter facility, logging can be made synchronous with the process control and loading
functions. Input may be in either logger-channel-number format or gauge-code format.
Various types of output are available, their extent only being limited by the ingenuity
of the programmer and the spare core store. Conversational type input normally results
in a processed output in engineering terms, rather than machine code. Further process-
ing and analysis of results is possible when the machine is dedicated to this task, that is,
when fatigue cycling is not functioning. Alternatively, the raw data may be output on any
of the output media to be subsequently processed on another computer.
Operation for Testing
Startup and shutdown.- The requirements of both startup and shutdown necessitate
that the computer controlled plant be partitioned into blocks that can be independently
started and stopped. Whereas the former state will be initiated by a plant engineer when
he considers that the correct conditions have been satisfied, the latter action will normally
be taken automatically by the computer or plant hardware. To satisfy these demands,
each section of the controlled plant is coupled to its appropriate computer and the moni-
toring computer by an interlock loop which operates as shown by the following example.
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Considering oneof the external air circuits andassumingthat the appropriate back-
groundconditioning plant is running and that the K70andPDP10computers are operating
andloadedwith their correct programs, the startup sequencecommenceswith the plant
engineerpushinga button to start the air-circulating fan. If the associatedbackground
plant is ready, a request will be sent to the PDP10for permission to start. Whenthe
computer has checkedto see if this is a legitimate request, it will start upper limit check-
ing and also relay the request on to the KT0 computer. The KT0 computer, in turn, will
check for legitimacy andinitiate control action at the same time as sendinga signal to the
plant confirming the startup request. The fan should thenstart; this action will consoli-
date the engineer's request to start and therefore latch the interlock loop. Thereafter, if
either the plant or the two computers fail to activate the interlock loop, it will openand
henceproduceshutdownof the controlled plant on that loop.
The following sections of plant haveinterlock lines to the computers:
(1) Eachof the external circulating fans
(2) Eachof the internal circuit circulating blowers
(3) Onefrom the set of pressure blowers
(4) Onefrom the electrohydraulic loading system
(5) Onefrom the droop nose system
(6) Eachof the thirteen fuel systems.
This partitioning of the plant allows batchedshutdownswhere, under certain circum-
stances,only part of the plant is shut downif the outer limits of a monitored variable are
exceeded.
Data input and cross-checking.- Before a test is started, the input data for control
and monitoring functions have to be input to the computers. These input data are oriented
towards user formats and in engineering units; therefore, they have to be processed to
compressed computer formats after initial input. Following this it is necessary to check
that the data have been input correctly into the stores of the computers. To facilitate the
operation, the same data are input to both the control computer and the monitoring com-
puter and then cross-checked through the data link between them. At this point, the mon-
itoring data in the control computer and the control data in the monitoring machine may
be discarded.
As the load data are input in a derived form, as discussed previously, an additional
function of the programme is to calculate all the jack loads and print them out for com-
parison with the original data.
Facilities for commissioning.- The configuration of two control computers was
adopted to add flexibility for the commissioning stages of the project. Each control com-
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puter canbeoperated independentlyof the other andof the monitoring computer. Thus,
for example, parts of the plant or loading system canbe commissionedindependently.
It wouldnot be desirable howeverto operate on the specimenwithout the monitoring com-
puter in use, as the fail-safe properties of the complete system wouldbe absent.
In general, the software hasbeendesignedto allow almost all the quantitative data
defining the conditions of a test cycle to be replaced very quickly. For example, the
standardthree-term control algorithms available to control the plant may have their
parameters changed,via the KT0console, by pushbuttons. Special provisions have also
beenmadeon the loading computerfor a conversational type programme to control loads
on up to 10 jacks. With these facilities, it is consideredthat most of the special problems
which may arise during commissioning canbe accommodated.
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TABLE I.- CONVERSION FACTORS
Physical quantity
Length
Weight
Volume
Acceleration
Pressure
Power
Basic unit Conversion factor
(*)
inch
long ton
gallon
lbf/in2
hpBtu/hr
25.4
2240
1016.05
4.546
4.546 X 10-3
32.174
9.806
6.895
6.895 x 10-4
7.03 × 10-4
746
0.293
*Multiply value given in basic units by conversion
in SI and supplementary units.
SI unit Supplementary unit
millimeter
kilograms
pounds
meters 3
m/sec 2
kN/m2
liters
ft/sec 2
hectobar
kgf/mm 2
watts
watts
factor to obtain equivalent values
6O
TABLE II.- DETAILS OF LOADING SYSTEM
Loading points
Structural component to structure
Wing vertical loads:
Upper surface .......................
Lower surface .......................
Fuselage:
Vertical loads:
Up • • • ..... , ..................
Down .........................
Side loads (forward fuselage):
Port ...........................
Starboard .......................
Fin side loads:
Port .............................
Starboard ........................
Nacelles:
Vertical loads:
Port ........................... I
Starboard .......................
Thrust loads:
Port ..........................
Starboard .......................
Reverse-thrust loads:
Port ...........................
Starboard ........................
_ose undercarriage (at bottom of leg):
Vertical loads .......................
Fore and aft loads ....................
Side loads .........................
Main undercarriage (port):
Vertical loads at bottom of leg ..............
Fore and aft loads:
Bottom of leg ......................
Top of leg ........................
Side loads:
Bottom of leg ......................
Top of leg ........................
Main undercarriage (starboard):
Vertical loads bottom of leg ...............
Fore and aft loads:
Bottom of leg ......................
Top of leg ........................
Side loads at bottom of leg ...............
284
60
165
181
34
34
32
32
2
2
Jacks
42
14
4
9
Reaction point
1
1
Reaction point
1
Reaction point
1
Reaction point
Reaction point
1
Reaction point
1
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Figure 2.- Altitude and speedfor a typical flight. M is Mach number.
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Figure 3.- External-structure temperature during cruise.
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Figure 20,- Structural temperatures in accelerated test cycle and typical flight.
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Figure 22.- Details of duct arrangement.
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Figure 23.- Wing and fuselage duct dividers.
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IDENTITY
CABIN AIR CONDITIONING
FLOOR BI_AMS
4 ENGINE BAYS
4 INTAKES
INSIDE WING AFT OF TANKS 5A AND 7A
FLIGHT DECK
FUSELAGE WING MASKED AREA & FORWARD BAGGAGE HOLD
KEEL BETWEEN MAIN U/C BAYS
UNDER FIN INSIDE FUSELAGE
2 PARTS PORT & STBD FOREMOST WING TANKS
4 PARTS PORT & STBD WING TANKS, CENTRE TANK, CENTI:?E TA
NOSE U/C BAY
MAIN U/(_ BAYS KEEL TO RIBS 21
INSIDE WINGS OVER ENG BAY RIBS 12-21 Jl I
INSIDE WINGS AFT OF TANKS 2&3 RIBS 21-28//1" .. I I
UNDER PRESSURE FLOOR & EOPT BAY///" I_'.'1 I
EX_FENSION
Z 8 C7 OVER
ZlS C3 UNDER
Z 8 C7 OVER
ZI5 C3 UNDER
Figure 26.- Internal air-conditioning circuits.
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I_ FUEL SUBSTITUTE CIRCULATED AND CONDITIONED
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Figure 29.- Internal conditioning of fuel tanks.
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Figure 30.- Typical fuel system for internal plant.
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I½ TANK
PILOT CONTROLRESSURE
TANK
SUPPLY PRESSURE
RETURN
DPRV-DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE
DPS -- DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
SWITCH
LVI&2-LOCK VALVES
DVI&2--DUMP VALVES
PCV-- PILOT CONTROL
VALVE
REQUIRED
VALUES
PROGRAM
REQUIRED
VALUES &
LIM ITS
PROGRAM
Figure 33.- Diagram of tension-jack-module circuit.
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Figure 36.- Loading computer system.
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